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This paper examines the region of rapidly varying flow 
in a two-layered density-stratified system. It is an 
extension of a previous analysis (Wilkinson & Wood, 1971) in 
which the theory for the case of stationary ambient fluid 
was developed. The analogous phenomenon in open channel 
hydraulics was the hydraulic jump. 
In density stratified flows this phenomenon is referred 
to as an entraining hydraulic jump, or density jump1 because 
ambient fluid is entrained into the faster flowing layer 
thereby changing its density. Unlike the open channel 
hydraulic jump, conditions either side of the entraining 
hydraulic (or density), j,ump are not uniquely related. A 
density jump with given flow conditions upstream has a range 
of possible states which may be attained downstream. The 
rate of entrainment of ambient fluid into the density jump, 
and the conditions downstream of the jump, are determined by 
the downstream control and the upstream conditions. 
This project is an extension of this work to the case 
where the ambient fluid is in motion. The analytical and 
experimental work have demonstrated conclusively that there 
is a large increase in entrainment as the velocity of the 
ambient fluid is increased. This work should not only be of 
fundamental importance, but will also be of considerable 
interest in a number of geophysical situations and could be 
of great importance in the mixing of wastes in rivers and 
estuaries. 
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1.1 DENSITY CURRENTS 
The term "density current" is used to describe the 
motion of a fluid over, through, or under another fluid of 
slightly different density. Density currents may be divided 
into overflows, underflows, interflows, and plumes (which 
flow vertically upwards or downwards}. The difference in 
specific weight of th.e two fluids provides the driving force 
for the motion. The density difference may be due to 
dissolved salts or a temperature variation. The term turbidity 
current is used when a suspension of solids causes the density 
difference. Density flows are generally miscible with the 
surrounding fluid. Density gradients in a fluid tend to 
suppress turbulence normal to that gradient, so that in. 
certain cases density currents can flow for appreciable 
distances and only mix very slightly with the surrounding 
fluid. It is this feature of density flows that it is desir-
able to promote in power station cooling ponds. 
Density underflow turbidity currents may occur when 
streams bearing suspended material enter a lake or reservoir. 
A zone of intense mixing is formed at the point where the 
river "plunges" beneath the lake surface to begin its underflow 
along the bed of the lake. Turbidity currents have been 
observed to travel hundreds of miles without loss of identity; 
and in the Grand Banks Turbidity Current of 1929, velocities 
of 55 knots were reported. 
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Density overflow currents occur when thermal power 
station cooling water or effluents from industrial processes 
and sewage treatment plants are discharged at temperatures 
higher than those of the receiving water. In an estuary, 
fresh river water which comes into contact with saline water 
and flows over the saline water forms a "salt wedge" adjacent 
to the bed of the estuary. Density current action is 
significant in the establishment of circulation patterns 
within estuaries and hence in the examination of estuarine 
siltation and pollution problems. 
Selective Withdrawal is practised when water is drawn 
off from one stratum of a density stratified system without 
mixing with the water from adjoining strata. For example: 
cooling water should be drawn from the stratum of minimum 
temperature; water for domestic or industrial use should be 
drawn from a zone of low turbidity. 
Density currents in the atmosphere are of considerable 
economic importance. ror example: Katabatic winds (which 
form when air cooled by contact with cold ground flows 
downhill) are of importance to agriculture because of their 
influence on frost damage; also they may carry smoke or fog 
and so affect the visibility of airfields and ports. The 
accumulation of smog in valleys is a slightly different,but 
related,problem. In some regions such as the coasts of 
Greenland and Antarctica, kabatic winds may attain great 
strength {Ball 1956). Examples of turbidity currents in the 
atmosphere include dust storms such as the Sudan haboob, volcanic 
dust clouds, and powder snow avalanches. Data from experiments 
on density currents in hydraulic models has been used to study 
the motion of cold fronts. 
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1.2 HYDRAULIC JUMPS AND INTERNAL HYDRAULIC JUMPS 
The hydraulic jump in an open channel has been extensi-
vely studied because of its practical importance as an energy 
dissipater in civil engineering work. (Henderson 1966). An 
almost exactly similar jump may occur with the flow of any 
fluid under a stationary lighter fluid. For example: the 
flow of water under kerosene, the flow of salt water under 
fresh water, or the flow of cold air under warm air. In 
the case of immiscible fluids with negligible viscosity and 
with the lighter fluid stationary, the equations are exactly 
similar to the hydraulic jump equations. The case where 
the upper fluid as well as the lower fluid is moving was 
studied by Yih and Guha (1955). Their analysis showed that 
with both layers flowing there are up to four mutually conjugate 
downstream states possible for a given upstream state. 
1.3 DENSITY JUMPS 
If two fluids of different densities are miscible, 
mixing or entrainment of one fluid into the other may occur 
in the turbulent region of an internal hydraulic jump. If 
entrainment is possible, the jump is accompanied by a change 
of density of the flowing fluid, and is called a "density 
jump" or "entraining hydraulic jump". The special case of 
the density jump in which the ambient fluid is stationary 
was studied by Wilkinson (1970) and Wilkinson and Wood (1971). 
The case when both fluids are flowing in the one direction 
gives rise to a similar jump but with increased entrainment, 
and it is this case that will be examined in detail in this 
report. 
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Density jumps are similar in many ways to open channel 
hydraulic jumps. However there are several points of 
difference between the two phenomena. Unlike the open 
channel hydraulic jump, flow conditions either side of the 
density jump are not uniquely related. The density jump 
with given flow conditions upstream has a range of possible 
states which may be attained downstream. The rate of 
entrainment of ambient fluid into the density jump and the 
flow characteristics downstream of the jump are determined 
by the downstream control and the upstream conditions. 
Density jumps may occur when a fluid is discharged 
from an outlet under a horizontal boundary into a fluid of 
greater density, or over a horizontal boundary into a fluid 
of lesser density. A situation similar to the former case 
exists when heated cooling water is discharged from a power 
station onto the surface of a cooling pond. 
Density jumps have also been observed in the atmosphere. 
Schweitzer (1953) observed the phenomena in Fohn Winds, and 
Ball (1959) and Lied (1964) noted their occurrence in 
Antarctica. Lied gives a particularly vivid account of 
. 
meteorological measurements taken through a jump in katabatic 
flow. The depth of flow on the supercritical side of the 
jump was typically 60 to 100 feet and on the subcritical side 
100 to 300 feet, varying with different jumps. Pressure 
drops of up to 20 m.b. were measured across the jump; in one 
instance, over a distance of only 60 yards. Lied's account 
of his walking through a jump is worth recounting. 
"The experience of actually walking through a standing 
katabatic jump is somewhat unusual. Invariably the following 
sequence of events took place: 
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(i) The observer walked upslope in calm conditions, 
or with light and variable winds. 
(ii) Taking measurements of pressure, temperature, and 
wind-speed and direction downhill from the jump while still 
in the calm air, the observer had the odd sensation of approach-
ing a strongly roaring wall of drift snow, which was neither 
retreating nor advancing, and towering up to 300 feet above 
him. 
(iii) Series of measurements were taken immediately 
outside the edge of the jump, whereafter the observer stepped 
into a totally different world, like walking through a door 
opening out into a full blizzard. At the very edge of the 
jump violently rotating swirls of wind and snow, with strong 
updrafts and downdrafts alternately forced snow up into his 
nostrils and eyes and at the next moment blew it down his 
neck. A severe buffeting was experienced. 
(iv) At this point further measurements were taken. 
These showed a sudden drop of pressure, an immediate rise in 
temperature, and just inside the very turbulent edge of the 
jump, a violent increase in wind speed blowing downslope with 
strong gusts, and accompanied by moderate to dense drift snow. 
(v) To make sure of his measurements the observer 
passed in and out of the jump several times repeating his 
observations on either side of it. He then walked upslope 
into the wind to obtain measurements well behind the turbulent 
edge of the jump. 
(vi) Upslope the wind was usually stronger than near 
the edge, with denser drift, and the differences in pressure 
and temperature from the values obtained in the calm air also 
increased upslope. 
(vii) Walking downslope with the wind behind him the 
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observer could determine the standing edge of the jump by 
the suddent increase in turbulence. On leaving the jump, 
the transition from highly turbulent to calm, or light and 
variable conditions usually occurred over a distance of only 
about 5 yards. " 
1.4 THE FLOW REGIONS OF A DENSITY JUMP 
At this stage it is appropriate to describe briefly 
the flow regions of a density jump. This description applies 
to both the case of a stationary and moving upper layer. The 
density jump, or entraining hydraulic jump, consists of two 
distinct regions: an entrainment zone and a roller region. 
Nearly all the entrainment takes place in an entrainment zone, 
the entrainment mechanism in this zone b_eing similar to that 
in a wall jet. Turbulent entrainment in stratified flows 
have been studied by Ellison and Turner (1959) and others. 
The roller region is similar to the normal nonentraining 
hydraulic jump. The formation of a roller at the downstream 
end of the jump is caused by the presence of a control such 
as a channel contraction, or a weir as in Figure 1. 
1.5 THE ENTRAINMENT ZONE 
The entrainment mechanism in the entrainment zone of 
a density jump is similar to that in a wall jet. 
1.5.1 The Wall Jet 
When a neutral jet of air or water strikes a surface 
at right angles and spreads out radially over it, it forms 
what is termed a wall jet. Such a flow is produced, for 
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example, by a jet of water from a tap flowing into a partly 
full sink and spreading out over the bottom. Plane wall 
jets may also arise. If the water levels are different in 
two sections of a canal separated by a sluice, and if the 
sluice is slightly raised, the flow into the section with the 
lower water level will take the form of a wall jet. 
In constructing an analytical similarity solution for 
the velocity profile, in the case of a radial jet, Glauert 
(1956) divided the jet into two parts. For the inner part, 
Glauert introduced the concept of an eddy viscosity distribu-
tion near the wall consistent with the Blasius power-law 
velocity profile, which may be expected to hold near the wall 
in any turbulent boundary layer flow outside a viscous 
sublayer. The outer part of the wall jet is governed by 
Prandtl's hypothesis that the eddy viscosity is constant across 
the layer and proportional to the product of the maximum mean 
velocity and the width of the layer. 
Bakke (1957) verified experimentally the similarity 
solutions obtained by Glauert. 
Kruka and Eskinazi (1964) investigated a plane, steady, 
turbulent wall-jet with negligible longitudinal pressure 
gradients in a moving stream. Following Glauert's reasoning 
they divided the flow up into two similarity regions. The 
inner or wall region extends from the wall to the point of 
maximum velocity, and the outer or free-mixing region extends 
from the maximum velocity point to the beginning of the free 
stream. Analytical similarity solutions were found for 
varying ratios ($) of free-stream to jet velocities.· 
The excess velocity, 6um (the maximum velocity in the 
jet, um, less the free stream velocity, v) was found to decay 
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as the longitudinal distance, x, raised to a power, a • 
An empirical relation describing the exponent a as 
a function of the velocity ratio S1 showed that 'a' decreased 
when S1 increased. Consequently the effect of raising the 
free stream velocity is to slow the rate of decay of 
with the distance downstream. 
1.5.2 Turbulent Entrainment in Stratified Flows 
b.u 
m 
When a fluid is of a different density to its surround-
ings, it may flow as a relatively thin turbulent layer. The 
motion of this layer is governed by the rate at which it entrains 
the ambient fluid. The turbulent region of a density current 
grows with distance downstream as the ambient fluid becomes 
entrained in it. This implies a small mean velocity perpen-
dicular to the main flow. 
Ellison and Turner (1959} present a theory in which 
it is assumed that at high Reynolds numbers, viscosity effects 
can be ignored. Then it is taken that the entraining velocity 
normal to the direction of flow is proportional to the mean 
velocity of the density current. The constant of proper-
tionality is termed the Entrainment constant, E • The 
entrainment parameter is a useful concept in that it expresses 
local entrainment at a section, in terms of local flow 
characteristics. 
E is represented by (u: v} ~~, or in stationary 
ambient flow simply by dy/dx , where u and y are the 
velocity and depth of the density current, v is the velocity 
of the ambient fluid, and x is in the direction of flow of 
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the density current. (x = distance downstream) 
It can be shown that the spread of a self preserving 
neutral jet is linear with distance. Townsend Xl956) measured 
y = 0.15 x giving an E of 0.075. 
Bakke (1957) has published measurements of a wall jet 
in which the velocity profile resembles that of one half of 
an ordinary two-dimensional jet, modified by the presence of 
a thin boundary along the wall. He showed that the spread of 
the two dimensional wall jet was almost linear with downstream 
distance, with flow depth proportional to downstream distance 
raised to the power of 0.94. If the spread is assumed linear, 
the measurements lead to y = 0 .144 x giving a value of E 
of 0.072. 
The effect of stable stratification. A stable density 
gradient strongly inhibits turbulent mixing. Provided the 
Reynolds number is sufficiently large and density differences 
are small, E is a function of the Richardson number Ri, 
which is the inverse square of the densimetric Froude number, 
F • E was plotted against Ri for three experiments which 
gave reasonably consistent results. In most practical cases 
the layer will rapidly attain an equilibrium in which Ri 
does not vary with distance downstream, and the gravitational 
force on the layer is just balanced by the drag due to 
entrainment and boundary friction. 
The fact that Ellison and Turner noted the analogy 
with hydraulic theory, making a distinction between shooting 
(supercritical) flow and tranquil (subcriticaD flow in which 
entrainment is considered to be very sma1i suggested that 
Ellison and Turner were very close to discovering the 
fundamental theory of the entraining hydraulic jump. 
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Experiments in density overflows and underflows show 
that E falls off rapidly as Ri increases and is probably 
negligible when Ri is more than about 0.8. This implies 
that entrainment is zero in a subcritical density current. 
There is some difficulty in extending Ellison and Turner's 
reasoning to downstream controls other than the free overfall 
(F = 1. 0) • 
The effect of motion of the ambient fluid. There is 
considerable interest in the question of how a steady velocity 
in the ambient fluid affects the flow of a wall plume travell-
ing in the opposite direction to the ambient fluid. The 
meteorologist wishes to know how large an upper wind is 
necessapy to destroy a katabatic flow at the surface; and 
the mining engineer is interested in how fast a downhill 
ventilating flow is needed to prevent a methane layer flowing 
uphill along the roof of a sloping mine roadway. It appears 
that there is a tendency for an opposing flow of ambient 
fluid to increase the apparent value of E • Ellison and 
Turner calculated that the velocity of upper wind necessary 
to reversea katabatic wind flowing at 12 knots, is 24 knots. 
1.6 THE DENSITY JUMP IN A STATIONARY AMBIENT FLUID 
Wilkinson (1970) and Wilkinson and Wood (1971) studied 
the density jump in a two layered stratified system with one 
layer flowing and the other stationary. The particular case 
of a density jump controlled by a broad-crested weir downstream 
will be considered first. 
1.6.1 Description 
The density jump, in general, can be divided up into 
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two distinct zones; an entrainment zone and a roller region. 
Nearly all the entrainment which occurs takes place in .the 
entrainment zone. These two zones are shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. The region of entrainment and mixing occurs at 
the upstream end of a density jump and the length of the 
entrainment zone is determined by the downstream control. 
Molecular diffusion between the layers is of a low order and 
is therefore neglected. The roller region is characterised 
by a flow near the interface in the reverse direction to the 
main flow. The interfacial slope of this roller is noticeably 
steep. This roller is similar in appearance to the roller 
associated with an open channel hydraulic jump and responds 
in a similar manner to a hydraulic jump if the height of a 
control weir downstream is adjusted. If the weir height 
(h) of Fig. 3 were increased, the roller region would extend 
further upstream and reduce the length of the entrainment 
zone. It is apparent, theref6re, that increasing the weir 
height will cause a decrease in the entrained flow at the 
density jump and hence the flow in the layer downstream of 
the jump will be reduced. 
If the weir height is increased further, a point can 
be reached where the roller extends the full length of the 
jump and entrainment effectively ceases. Such a jump will be 
referred to as a "non entraining jump". (see Fig. 4). Further 
increase of the weir height at this stage will cause the 
jump to flood so that the upstream end of the jump becomes 
submerged in dense fluid. There is no entrainment into a 
flooded jump (see Fig. 5). 
If a controlling weir downstream of a density jump is 
lowered, the roller regions can be observed to migrate 
downstream. This causes the entrainment zone to lengthen, 
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and entrainment to increase, so that the flow in the layer 
downstream of the jump is also increased. A limit is reached 
when the entrainment zone occupies the entire length of the 
density jump, which is then of the maximum entraining type 
with no roller region. 
Fig. 6. 
Such a density jump is shown in 
Other forms of control besides the broad-crested weir 
have been investigated, (Wilkinson 1970). These include 
the free overfall, sharp-crested weir, the undershot gate, 
the contraction, and friction on a sloping bottom. 
1.6.2 Analysis of the Density Jump in Stationary Ambient Fluid 
The analysis of the density jump in stationary ambient 
fluid is presented in Wilkinson and Wood (1971) and no attempt 
is made to reproduce it here. The analysis follows on much 
the same lines as the analysis for the moving ambient fluid 
except that allowance was made for non-uniform density and 
velocity distributions in the flowing layer. 
It is assumed that there is no entrainment downstream 
of the jump. Use is made of the equation of continuity of 
density excess and the balance of hydrostatic pressure forces 
and fluid momentum between sections (1) and (2). The 
continuity and energy flux equations are used between sections 
(2) and (3). The flow is critical at the crest of the weir. 
The equations are written in terms of the volume flow, 
qv, the flow depth y ' 
the flux of mass per unit span qm ' 
the flow force per unit span qF ' the energy flux per unit 
span qE ' 
the Froude Number F ' 
measures of the non-uniform-
ity.of the velocity and density distributions in the momentum 
equation, sm and sH, and measures of the non-uniformity 
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of the velocity and density distribution in the energy flux 
equations, SE and Sp 
It will be noted that the case of zero ambient flow 
is independent of the total depth DJ and D can conveniently 
be considered to be infinitely large. 
For a density jump controlled by a broad-crested weir 
of known height, conditions downstream of the jump can be 
predicted provided upstream conditions are known. This 
result is plotted in the form of a graph of hf/y1 (f · is 
a function of known upstream conditions and h the weir 
height) against F 2 , (the downstream Froude number), for 
the case when Sm, SH' SE and are all unity {see 
Fig. 7). It will be noted that this graph is exactly the 
same as that for the line v* = 0 in the graph of hf/y 
against F 2 in the analysis of the density jump in moving 
ambient flow (Fig. 11). 
Several interesting points arise from examination 
of the figure. 
(a) When the weir height is of zero height, and 
in the absence of friction or any other downstream control, 
the Froude Number downstream of the jump will be unity and 
the jump is of the maximum entraining type. 
(b) There is a maximum value of (hf/y1 ) for which 
a solution is possible. It follows that if the weir height 
is raised above a maximum value, the jump will flood. There 
is no entrainment at a flooded density jump and rewriting 
the equations enable solution of the case of the flooded 
jump for different values of upstream FroudeNumbers. The 
equation for one particular value of F1 is plotted on 
Fig. 7. 
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jump there are two possible values of F 2 • Physical 
arguments were used to show that only for the upper value 
of Froude Number is the flow state stable. Although the 
lower value of the Froude Number can be achieved by first 
flooding the jump and then lowering the control weir until 
the jump becomes non-entraining, a slight decrease in the 
weir height at the point will result in a dramatic change 
in form of the jump and the flow rate d0wnstream. The jump 
will suddenly change to a density jump (in which the density 
changes) and there will be a rapid increase in F 2 • 
The minimum stable F 2 for a density jump controlled 
by a broad-crested weir is 0.17, the Froude Number at which 
the critical weir height is reached. The maximum conjugate 
Froude Number, F1 , upstream is that for a non-entraining 
jump and is equal to 13.2. Wilkinson (1970) showed that at 
upstream Froude Numbers greater than 13.2 the jump floods 
before the stage of zero entrainment is reached. 
1.6.3 Experimental Results 
Thermal density currents were used in the experiments, 
the warm layer flowing over the cooler amb~ent layer. Mean 
values of the characteristic density difference and the 
integral flow force and energy terms Sm, SH, Sp and SE 
were determined. Data from experiments were plotted on a 
graph similar to Fig. 7 and the agreement between theory and 
experiment was satisfactory. It should be noted, however, 
that the theoretical curve was plotted for the- ideal case 
when it was assumed that the velocity and density distributions 
are uniform in the flowing layer. The closeness of the curve 
and the data indicated that the various integral factors 
compensate. 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE ENTRAINING HYDRAULIC JUMP IN A 
MOVING AMBIENT FLUID 
2.1 DESCRIPTION 
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The density jump in a moving ambient fluid, like the 
density jump in stationary ambient fluid, consists of two 
distinct regions: an entrainment zone and a roller region. 
In experiments the entrainment process was made visible by 
injecting dye patches into the ambient flow in the vicinity 
of the density jump. It was observed that nearly all the 
entrainment occurs in the entrainment zone and there is 
virtually no entrainment in the roller region of the density 
jump. 
The Entrainment Zone 
The entraining zone of a density pump has been compared 
to the spread of a neutral jet. Neutral jets are jets in 
which the effect of a density gradient on entrainment is 
minimal. Some examples of neutral jets are plumes, forced 
plumes, vertical jets, and horizontal flows of a jet into 
ambient fluid of the same density (such as in a wall jet). 
In a neutral jet the densimetric Froude Number is infinite, 
and the Richardson number zero. Ahd , if the depth of flow 
of a density current is very small, the Froude Number will 
also approach infinity. It follows, therefore, that the 
characteristics of the upstream end of a density jump for 
large values of the upstream Froude Number will approach 
those of a neutral jet. 
When a· neutral jet issues from a slot a severe 
velocity gradient between the moving fluid and the ambient 
fluid gives rise to high local shear. Eddies are 
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generated in this zone of maximum instability and the ambient 
fluid is entrained into the jet. The amount of entrainment 
depends on the upstream conditions, the downstream control 
and the velocity of the ambient fluid. 
Entrainment in the entrainment zone of a density 
jump falls off rapidly as the Richardson Number Rt increases 
and is probably negligible when Ri is more than about 0.8. 
The Roller Region 
The length and slope of the roller region is controlled 
by the height of the weir and the velocity of the ambient 
fluid. The effect on the roller of increasing the velocity 
of the ambient fluid is to increase the length and decrease 
~ 
the slope of the roller region. 
At low ambient velocities, the roller region is 
characterised by a flow near the interface in the reverse 
direction to the main flow. At higher ambient velocities 
the interfacial .part of the roller region will be flowing 
slightly slower than the ambient fluid. The low velocity 
gradient at the interface of the roller region compared with 
that in the entrainment zone causes a marked reduction in 
interfacial shear, resulting in reduced entrainment. 
As there is negligible entrainment in the roller 
regions of the density jump, the roller region can be 
modelled mathematically as a non-entraining hydraulic jump, 
and represents a discontinuity in depth and velocity, but 
not in discharge nor density. The local Froude Number at 
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the end of the entrainment zone or the commencement of the 
roller region is therefore related to the Froude Number 
downstream of the jump by the same equation used to relate 
conjugate Froude Numbers in hydraulic jumps. Fig. 10 shows 
an hydraulic jump with a very short entraining zone. 
The Effect of the Downstream Control 
If the weir height is raised by a small amount, a 
positive surge will move upstream causing the roller region 
to migrate further upstream and entrainment at the jump will 
be reduced. Now the reduction in entrainment causes a 
reduction in the downstream flow and a new equilibrium will 
result with new values of depth and discharge downstream of 
the jump. By these changes the forces on either side of 
the jump may balance without movement of the jump. This 
corresponds with the normal hydraulic jump where, in a 
similar situation, the raising of the weir forces the jump 
to move upstream until losses allow the forces to balance 
again. 
The continuous raising of the weir will eventually 
cause the jump to flood and entrainment will cease. (Figure 8). 
This is the point of incipient flooding~ At the transition 
point the roller will cover the complete entrainment zone and 
the normal nonentraining hydraulic jump equations will apply. 
Further raising of the weir will cause some of the inflowing 
fluid to flow upstream behind the inlet, as shown in Figure 9. 
The inlet is now flooded. 
If the weir is lowered, the roller region can be 
observed to migrate downstream. This causes the entrainment 
zone to lengthen and entrainment to increase, so that the flow 
in the layer downstream of the jump is also increased. A limit 
_ vJ V t ~Control weir 
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is reached when the entrainment zone occupies the entire length 
of the density jump, which is then of the maximum entraining type 
with no roller. 
The Effect of a Moving Ambient Fluid 
The case of zero velocity in the ambient fluid was studied 
by Wilkinson (1970). If the velocity of the ambient fluid is 
increased, the roller region is pushed downstream and the length 
of the entrainment region increases. The increase in entrainment 
increases the flow rate, depth and velocity; and decreases the 
density difference between the two fluids at sections (2) of Fig. 
1. The driving force forcing the flow over the weir is reduced, 
and the depth y 2 increases slightly. The increase in velocity, 
and decrease in density difference offsets the increase in depth, 
so that the Froude Number increases. 
As the ambient velocity is increased it becomes difficult 
to distinguish between the entrainment and roller regions, and 
turbulent entrainment extends for a considerable distance down-
stream before the flow becomes subcritical and conditions stable. 
If the velocity of the ambient fluid is increased still 
further, a point is reached when the flow is supercritical the 
whole distance from the inlet to the weir. Supercriticalflows are 
unstable and can entrain ambient fluid until the Froude Number 
reaches unity. Therefore it is expected that if the laboratory 
equipment were large enough, very large entrainments could be 
achieved. 
2.2. ANALYSIS 
The flows at sections (1), (2) and 0) (of Fig.l) are 
horizontal and therefore the pressure distributions are hydrostatic 
at these sections. Assumptions: 
1. Bed friction is negligible. 
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2. The difference in densities of the two fluids is small. 
3. There is no entrainment between sections (2) and (3). 
4. Some of the ambient fluid (upper layer of Fig. 1) is 
entrained into the in flowing layer (lower fluid) between sections 
(1) and ( 2) • 
5. For ambient fluid particles that are not entrained, 
energy is conserved between sections (1), (2) and (3). 
Equations considered in the analysis include: 
1. Continuity of volume flux. 
2. Continuity of density excess. 
3. Conservation of energy in the ambient fluid (Bernoulli). 
4. Bernoulli equation in the lower layer between sections 
( 2) and ( 3) • 
5. Balance of hydrostatic pressure forces and fluid 
momentum between sections (1) and (2). (Benjamin (1962) labelled 
this term the "flow force"). 
6. Critical flow at the crest of the weir. 
In the analysis of the entraining hydraulic jump in 
stationary ambient fluid (Wilkinson and Wood, 1971) allowance was 
made for non-uniform density and velocity distributions in the 
lower layer. However, it was decided for this investigation to 
assume that the velocity and density in each layer are constant 
at the sections considered. 
Let the velocity, density and depth in the lower layer be 
u, A'+ 6p and y, respectively. The total depth of the flowing 
layers is D. Let the velocity, density and depth of the ambient 
fluid be v , p0 and (D - y) 
In steady flow, V(pu) = 0 , therefore, q 6 = (6p/p0 )ugy 
is constant in all sections. q 6 is the flux of relative 
density excess times gravity per unit span. 
In steady incompressible flow, ~{u) = 0 
therefore, qv = [ uy + v {d-y}] 
is constant at all sections. 
qv is the volume flux per unit span. 
{ 2) 
The mass flux {'lro) is also constant at all sections. 





= g [ UY + V {D-y) ] + u y tip g 
Po 
The volume flux in the lower layer, {q), is 
q = u y 
The densimetric Froude number, F, is defined 
2 3 2 3 u u q q = = = 
tip g y qti tip 3 qti y3 - gy 
Po Po 
1 
qv* = qv/qti 1/3 D , 
q* = q/qti 1/ 3 D , 
V* = V/q'l73 'ti 
equation (2) may be written as 
qV* = q* [1 - V/u ] + v* 
2 






This equation will hold at all sections, but, in cases where 
there is no entrainment {between sections (2) and (3)), 
equation (4) may be divided into separate equations for the 




qu = qu* = = qV* - q* 1/3 
qt. D 
then qu* = V* [1 -~ ] (5) 2/3 
F 
q* is constant between sections ( 2) and ( 3) • 
It has been assumed that there is no energy loss in the 
ambient fluid, and, if the horizontal bottom is taken as datum, 
then the Bernoulli equation applied to any streamline in this 
layer yields 
(6) 
where p is the pressure on the upper surface (Fig. 1) and 
T is the Bernoulli constant for streamlines in the upper 
e 
layer (Ambient). 
The fluid momentum equation may be written: 
qF = pD + !2 p gD 2 +!2 t.pg y 2 + p v (D -y)v + (p + t.p)u yu (7) 
0 0 0 . 
where is the flow force (Benjamin (1962)). 
Next it is assumed that t.p << p0 • This is the normal 
Boussinesq approximation and implies that the density may be 
assumed constant and equal to p0 in all terms except the 
body force terms. 
Equation (6) is used to eliminate the pressure term 
from (7) giving: 
1 2 1 2 2 2 
= 2 Po V D + 2 t.pg y - Po V y + Po u y 
1 1 1 1/3 
Now 1 t.p gy 2 
2P qt. y 2 Po qt. u y 2 Po qt. uy 
! = = 2 4 = 4 u qt. 1/3 F 1/3 F 1/ 3 
Also 
1 
p0 v 2 D 
1 .. 2 2/3 








and 2 ¼ 2/3 p u y = Po q~ F uy 0 
1 2 +1,3 [ /13+ 1 
2 ] -T D V qF + 2 Po gD = Po 9·,ti. ,uy e 4 2/3 2/3 
2F 13 q~ F 
2 2/3 




q. l 1 2 l + 2 q - 2 p g D - T D F 2 + 2 F 0 e ...:!..:Jr._ ~ (8) = 2/3 '1/3 2/3 2 
Po q~ D F F 
Now in the lower layer, between sections (2) and (3), energy 
is conserved and, with the upstream horizontal bed taken as 
datum, we get 
= p + p g D + .!_2 ( p + ~p ) u2 + 
0 0 
b.p g (y + h) 
where h is the. bed level above the datum and Tel is the 
total energy level of the lower layer. 
The Boussinesq approximation gives 
(9) 
Equation (6) is used to eliminate the pressure term from (9). 
T -T 
el e 
h 1 2 v2 = b. p gy ( 1 + -) + - p u ( 1 - -) y 2 o 2 
u 
p q 2 4 2 
= ~ ( 1 + £) 1 1/ 3 F 1/ 3 ( 1 - ~) 
u y + 2 Po qb. u2 
- 1 [ 1 + hy + F: ( 1 - ~ *2 ) ] 
F2/3 F 1/3 
( 10) 
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The continuity equation (4) is applied between sections (1) and 
(2). Subscripts represent the values at the appropriate 
sections. 
[ v*l] q*l l - -2- + v*l 
F 1/3 
1 





The momentum equation (8) is applied between sections (1) and 
( 2) • 
2 
v*2 
+ -2- (12) 
Equations (11) and (12) yield the discharge ratio q 21 = q* 2/q*l 
q*2,)::: 
q*l 
½<v*l + v•2> [ q*l (1 
v*l 
- q*2(1 -= ) 
2/3 
Fl 
F 4 + .!_ 2 
1 2 v*l 1 
4;3 - 2/3 - 2 
Fl Fl 
F 2 + .!_ 2 





(v.1 + v.2> [ 1 - r2;~ ] 
Fl 
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The continuity equation (5) for the ambient, between sections 
( 14) 
The energy equation for the lower layer (10), between 
sections (2) and (3) 
2 l h. F h'3 l+ 3 + ~*2D F2 3 T [1 
The definition of the Froude No. gives 
y = 
(15) 
The assumption of no entrainment between sections (2) and (3) 
gives, 





Y1 2/3 2/3 
q*l F3 q*l F3 
and equation (15) becomes, 
l 2 2 j 1 F v*-2- l+ -2-[ l --4-] = F 1/3 F 1/3 
2 2 
Now the conditions at section (1) and the value of h is 
known. Thus, the four equations 11, 12, 14, and 15 contain 
the unknowns q* 2 , v* 2 , F 2 , F 3 , and v* 3 . The remaining 
equation required to close the system is obtained from the 
condition that at section (3) where dh/dx equals zero, 
dy/dx is finite. 
The energy equations (6) and (9) are combined to 
eliminate the pressure term. Between sections (2) and (3), 
q is constant. 
(16) 
1 2 1 2 = 2 p u - 2 pv + !J.p g (y 4-h) 
= 1 p (9.) 2 
2 y 
1 qu 2 
-2 P (-- ) + !J.p g (y+h) n-y 










2 [-dy q qu dy = !J.p g . dx • - -+ 
(/jp)gy3 
p 
(ilp) g (D-y,3;dx 
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(2Sp) g (D-y) 3 
Po 
(!J.p) g (D-y) 
Po 
= v 2 u y D 
u ~..£...) g y D (D-y) 
0 
= v 2 • ~ D 
2/3 73 (D-y) 
qil 5fo D 
2 1 
= v* • q * • (1 - y/D) 
2 1 = v* g* 2 I 
(1 - q*/F 13 ) 
2 
2/3 
( F ) = v* q* 
2/3 




and (17.1) becomes 














There is no entrainment between sections (2) and (3) 
and at section (3) dh = O dx and 
dy 
dx is finite. Therefore, 
(18) 
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There are now five non-linear simultaneous equations, 
(11, 12, 14, 15 and 18), in five unknowns, (v* 2 , v* 3 ' q* 2 , 
F 2 , F 3), which may be solved for finite depths (D) on a computer 
(Chapter 5). 
A simple case, however, is that when D is infinite. 
This solution may be calculated by hand giving the exact 
solution for infinite depth. It is worth noting at this stage 
that the case when D is infinite gives a reasonable approxi-
mation to the computer solution for D = 72.4 ems, for low 
values of v* . 
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2.3 THE SOLUTION FOR INFINITE DEPTH 
The solution obtained by Wilkinson and Wood (1971) was 
for the case where the total depth is very much larger than 
any other vertical dimension and the velocities in the ambient 
fluid tended to zero. The next most simple case is that D 
is very much larger than any other vertical dimension but the 
velocities in the upper layer are finite. 
For this case q 
1/3 
qt. D 
tends to zero and, hence, 
the second term in 
unity giving 
equation (18) becomes small compared to 
(19) 
The definition of the Froude Number and q* give: 
Equation 14 becomes: 
Thus, when y << D' 
= ( 20) 
The first terms on the right and left sides of (11) 
and (12) tend to zero, giving 
= (21) 
Equation (13) can be simplified: 





(22.1) q21 = F2 + .!_ 





4 '1/3 + 1 - 2 F 1/3 1 1 v* F2 
q21 = 4 '1/3 (22) 2 F2 + 1 - 2 F 1/ 3 2 2 v* Fl 
From (22.1), it is seen that the condition for no entrainment, 
(q21 = 1) and the jump is just flooded, Figure (2)), is 
independent of v* 
= 
This equation is satisfied for F1 = F2 = 1, and, 
when this is not satisfied, it may be shown that the above 
reduces to the normal equation for an hydraulic jump: 
or 
2 F 2 + 1 
2 
------ = 
2 F 2 + 1 1 
11/3 21/3 






2 F 2 
1 
2F 2 1 
l = 2 l ~~ r +..l:_ F 2 1 
lF~ r 1 J = 2l ~~r 2l ~~ r 
[ ~~ + 1 ] = [ ~~ ]2 
= 
= 
l ~~ r 
l ~~ l 





For given upstream values of Fl and v* it can be 
shown that maximum entrainment occurs when F = 2 1 




F2+ '1/3 2 2 l-2v*1 F2 
F2+ '1/3 
4 
where k = [2 1 - 2 v*l F1 ] /F 1/3 1 I 
4 
( 2 F2 2 + 1 - 2 F 2~3 V *) • j-
~ F2 4 8 '1/3 4 F 2 8 '1/3 + -- 3f 2 v* = 3 F2 v* 3 2 3 2 
F 2 1 + ~ F 2 = 3 2 3 2 
. . F2= 2 1 
Therefore is maximum when F2 = 1. 
The theory for infinite depth shows that when "* = 
then q21 will tend to an infinite value. However, 
case 
[2 F/ + 1 - '1/3 J 2/3 ql 2 v* F1 F2 
Y2 = -r '1/3 ] '1/3 q 1/3 [ 2 F 2 + 1 - 2v*F2 Fl I::. 2 
also becomes infinite, and the requirement that D 
for all 
2 F/ + l 
4 




much greater than all other vertical dimensions is no longer 
satisfied and the solution breaks down. 
The theory for the case of infinite depth implies th~t 
it should be possible to obtain large dilutions of the 
inflowing layer when 
'[ 2 F~ : 1 - v • ] is small 




The minimum v* required to make (23.1) equal to zero is 
v* = 1.5 . The theory for infinite depth however is not 
applicable for values of v* as high as this. Therefore, 
the argument that large entrainments will occur when (23.1) 
is satisfied is not necessarily valid. Nevertheless, substantial 
increases in entrainment have been observed as v* is increased. 
Substituting (19) and (20) into (16) gives, 
l F2 v~ 






- ~] and h [ 1 + F2 = q21 Fl -2-Y1 2/3 
F2 
= 
Substituting for q 21 gives 
2 
2 F 1/3 
1 h = 
l 
2 
hf o/3 2 + F 2 - 3 F 1/3 l ie 2 2 = F2 
Y1 2 4/3 2F2 +l -2F2 v* 
2 o/3 
where f'' = 
Fl 
(2 F 2 +1- 4;3 1 2 F1 v*) 
1 






Equation 25 is plotted on Figure 11 and for given upstream 
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(hf) , and hence the value of F2 can be obtained. 
Y1 
Equations 22 and 23 then give the values of q21 and Y2 ' 
and the solution is complete. 
It is now appropriate to discuss the behaviour of 
the jump using Figure 11. Firstly, when the weir height is 
zero in the absence of friction or any other control, the 
Froude number (F 2 ) is one or zero for all values of v* 
less than 1.5. The case of a zero Froude number (F 2 ) 
implies no flow and is, therefore, not of interest. For 
the Froude number (F 2 ) of unity, the value of the discharge 




and we note that with an increasing velocity (v*) in the 
ambient fluid the amount of fluid entrained increases. 
However, when v* approaches 1.5 the theory fails. 
consider a particular case with an upstream Froude 
Number of 7.55. When v* is zero, q 21 = 2.14, when v* 
has the value of 1.0 then q 21 = 4.56 (in both the computer 
result for a depth of 72.4 ems and the theory for the case 
of infinite depth). This dramatic increase in the amount of 
fluid entrained highlights the importance of velocities in 
the ambient fluid. It is again worth emphasising that when 
the weir height is zero and downstream Froude Number (F 2 ) 
equals 1.0 the entrainment is always maximum. 
Consider now the case when v* = 1.0 (curve ABCDO in 
Figure 11) • As the weir is raised the value of hf is 
increased, and the appropriate value of F 2 may be obtained. 
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The weir may be raised until the jump becomes flooded. At 










For a given Fl and v* the simultaneous solution 
of equations ( 25) and ( 26) give the point on the hf graph 
Y1 
at which the flooding of the jump commences. These solutions 
are the dashed lines on Figure 11. Thus, for an inflowing 
Froude Number of 2.0 and for v* of 1.0, point B gives 
the value of hf for incipient flooding. Point C is the 
Y1 
solution for an inflowing Froude Number of 4.0. From this 
we note that the larger the inflowing Froude Number the further 
the weir may be raised without flooding. Also, from the 
curves of incipient flooding it can be seen that for a constant 
inflowing Froude Number and for all values of v* less than 
1.5 then the larger the value of v* the higher the weir may 
be raised without flooding. 
It is also important to note that for each value of 
there is a maximum value of hf y which cannot be exceeded 
without flooding the jump. 
of the curves in Figure 11. 
This corresponds to the maximum 
It can be shown that solutions of F 2 for values of 
between the origin and the maximum are unstable to 
positive perturbations and need not be considered. An 





In the analysis, the ambient fluid of density p0 and 
velocity v is the upper fluid in Figure 1. The incoming 
fluid of density p0 + ~P and velocity u is the lower fluid. 
This situation is reversed in the experimental work: 
the ambient fluid of density p0 and velocity v is the 
lower c~ld fluid, The incoming hot fluid of velocity u 
and density 
fluid. 
p + ~P where ~P is negative, becomes the upper 
0 
The theory applies equally to overflows (as in the 
experimental work) and underflows (as in the theory). 
3.1.1 Definition of the Interfacial Depth y 2 _ 
Ellison and Turner (1959)defined the depth of their 
density currents as the mean of the depth of greatest velocity 
gradient and the depth of maximum density gradient. Wilkinson 
(1970) found these two depths to be equal and equal to the 
interfacial depth which he defined as the characteristic depth. 
In the current series of experiments, large differences 
were observed between the visual interface, and maximum density 
and velocity gradients. It was decided to define the depth of 
interface as the mean of the three depths: the visual interface, 
and the depths of maximum density and velocity gradients. 
3.1.2 Experimental Determination of the Downstream 
Froude No. F 2_ 
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The theoretical velocity profiles and density distrib-
ution at section (2) are assumed to be uniform. The experi-
mental velocity profiles and density distributions are 
markedly non-uniform (see Figs. 17 and 18). It is necessary 
to take the non-uniformity in the density artd velocity profiles 
into account when calculating the downstream Froude Number 
from experimental results by integrating from the boundary 
to the interface. 
Let 
and 6 = 1 
f~ u2 {b.p/p) 2 g dy 
u2 Y2 
(b.p/p) 1 g • 
since the profile is uniform at section (1). 
Let 
Then 
k = 61/62 and r = y 2/y1 
k ¥2 
F2 = (r) • Fl 
( 31) 
( 32) 
( 3 3) 
( 34) 
The proof is as follows. The continuity equation is 
qi:,_ = I: u {b.p/p) 
and 62 = qb. I u2 Y2 
61 = qb. /ul Y1 = 
therefore, 
k = q2/q1 = 
Now, from ( 35) 
3 3 
F 2 u2 q2 = - = = 2 qi:,_ 3 
qb. Y2 
and multiplying through by 
F2_ 
2 -
g dy = const 








Y1 ql gives 
y J q 2 
1 1 





Tank. The experiments were carried out at the University 
of Canterbury in the re$earch tank located in the Department of 
Civil Engineering. The tank measured 4. 57 m by 1. 525 m , and 
was 1.1 m high. The glass sides of the tank were 1. 27 cm 
thick. A constant head in the tank was maintained by using 
a 10 cm vertical pipe connected to waste at the bottom, and 
open at the top at the required head. To prevent the water 
level dropping below the required level, a 1.9 cm pipe was 
connected from the mains to the tank, and should empty into 
the tub. The tank was filled with mains supply water through 
a 7.6 cm pipe emptying into a tub in the bottom of the tank. 
Covered Flume. A 3.66 m long covered flume was placed 
in the tank along one of the glass sides (Figures 12 and 13}. 
The flume was 72.4 cm deep and 15.24 cm wide at the control 
sections. T.he cold water entry section was constructed with 
a 45 cm long inside wall in parabolic curvature, leading from 
a 15 cm diameter circular section to prevent separation at the 
entry and promote uniform flow in the flume. The base of the 
flume was 7.6 cm higher than the base of the tank, with a 
parabolic entry section. The outside wall and top of the 
flume were also shaped to prevent separation. The hot water 
inlet was located downstream of the cold water inlet, in the 
top of the flume. This section was 45 cm long, 6.35 mm deep 
and was constructed from 3.2 mm thick perspex with a gradual 
chamfer at section (1) where hot and cold waters meet. This 
perspex section was accurately located and held in place with 
narrow screws. An air trap (No.2} was located in this entry 
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section (Fig. 12). 
The sides of the flume were held together at regular 
intervals by 6.35 mm brass rods. Unfortunately these rods 
introduced Von Karman vortex streets which adversely affected 
the hydrogen bubble traces. (It is recommended that the top 
rod in the vicinity of section (2) be removed before further 
experiments are attempted.) 
At intervals of at first 7.6 ems, then 15.2 ems, along 
the top of the covered flume, 1.27 cm holes were drilled and 
fitted with rubber bungs inserted until flush. The bungs 
could be removed to suck out air bubbles which formed in the 
top of the flume. The holes were also used for platinum 
wires, thermocouples, and hypodermic needles for injecting dye 
to observe entrainment. 
Weir. An adjustable broad-crested weir was positioned 
near the far end of the top of the flume, with a vertical 
range of from Oto 5 ems (Fig. 16). 
Selective Withdrawal. Immediately behind the weir 
was a box in the roof o~ the flume leading to a pipe which 
acted as a syphon to facilitate the selective withdrawal of 
the warmer fluid only. The operator adjusted a valve on the 
syphon so that the interface between the waEmer (dyed) layer 
and the cold layer came just inside the box (Fig. 14). Two 
thermometers we~e positioned in the box so that the position 
of the interface could be found if the dye was switched off. 
The Cold Water System. Immediately behind the selective 
withdrawal box were two metal grills, the purpose of which was 
to enable cold water to be extracted from the flume without 
interrupting the uniform flow in the flume. Behind the grills, 
cold water was extracted through a 7.6 cm irrigation pipe 
SELECTIVE WITHDRAWAL 
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leading to the cold water pump with priming and bleeding 
valves. The pump was a Sigmund N"""NA4(a) 3" pump of 35 ft 
head direct coupled with a Holroyd coupling to a Metropolitan 
Vickers 1420 rpm totally enclosed fan-cooled 3 Hp. electric 
induction motor. The pump proved to be too powerful for the 
experiments, making it difficult to control the 7.6 cm gate 
valve. It is recommended that a smaller o/4" self priming 
pump be installed. The 3" pump could still be used for very 
high flows (v = 4 cm/s) and to mix the water in the tank. A 
1.9 cm pipe connected to the priming valve and the mains was 
used to prime the pump. A 7.6 cm irrigation pipe carried the 
cold water from the gate valve into a tub in the bottom of 
the tank. This tub (lm x 60 cm x 55 cm) was used to minimise 
turbulence in the tank. 
The Hot Water System. Hot water passed through 1.9 cm 
plastic and rubber pipes, through a gate valve, flow meter, 
air trap (No.l), dye injection nozzle, another gate valve, 
another air trap (No.2), to the hot water inlet section of 
the covered flume. Hot water was supplied by two 182 litre 
cylinders with 2000 watt water heaters. These water heaters 
were only just adequate for the experiments run, and could 
only provide water at a constant temperature for about twenty 
five to thirty minutes (depending on the temperature of the 
hot water required). It is recommended that the heating 
capacity be increased so that experiments lasting several hours 
could be carried out. The flow of hot water was measured 
using a Kent "M2" type uniform meter with rotary positive 
piston, which was claimed by the makers to be extremely 
sensitive on all flows, and free from distortions caused by 
unequal expansion when measuring hot flows. An experiment 
(Appendix E) indicated that the flow meter was accurate to 
within 1% for the range of flows considered. 
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Air Traps. The hot water supply contained an unusually 
large amount of dissolved air, and bubbles formed at the inlet 
section, under the top of the covered flume, and around 
thermocouple junctions. To overcome this problem two air 
traps were built. The first air trap was constructed from a 
1 m length of 12 cm diameter vertical pipe., as in Fig. 13. 
Hot water entered near the top and flowed out near the bottom. 
At the very top was a bleeding hose with a surgical clip, to 
release air and facilitate draining. The second air trap 
was mounted in the hot water inlet section of the covered 
flume. It measured 15 cm by 5 cm by 5 cm high, with a rubber 
plug in the top, to release air. A thermometer was fitted 
to measure the temperature of the incoming hot water after an 
attempt to use a thermocouple in the inlet reach failed when 
it became coated with air bubbles. 
Dye System. The incoming hot water was dyed so that 
(a) the depth of the interface could be measured, and 
(b) the interface could be observed so that the warmer 
layer only could be selectively withdrawn. The dye system 
was turned off for photographs of hydrogen bubble traces as 
the dye had the effect of reducing the amount of light. A 
15 .litre flask was mounted above the hot water cylinders to 
provide sufficient head for the solution of red food colouring 
to travel through 0.64 cm plastic pipe, surgical clip, and 
dye injection nozzle and valve into the hot water pipe. 
3.3 VELOCITY DETERMINATION 
The "hydrogen bubble technique" of flow visualisation 
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makes use of tiny hydrogen bubbles as flow tracers. The 
bubbles are generated by electrolysis at a fine non-reactive 
wire (usually platinum) stretched across the flow. A direct 
current is pulsed onto the wire cathode and a sheath of 
hydrogen forms around the wire. Surface tension causes 
immediate collapse of the sheath into tiny hydrogen bubbles 
which are swept away by the moving fluid. If the bubbles are 
suitably illuminated, and the period of pulsing is known, 
then the velocity profiles may be calculated from still 
photographs of the lines of bubbles after they have left the 
wire. Hydrogen bubble technique is very good for obtaining 
qualitative velocity distributions because these can be observed 
directly. Quantitative measurements, however, are another 
matter. The time required to obtain meaningul data from 
hydrogen bubble photographs is the major disadvantage of the 
technique. Also the method is not suitable for unsteady flows. 
The bubbles follow pathlines and unless the flow is steady 
significant errors can be introduced if the pathlines are 
interpreted as streamlines. An obvious source of error in 
velocity measurement using hydrogen bubble technique is caused 
by the rising of the bubbles. It is desirable therefore to 
have bubbles of the minimum possible size. 
A hydrogen bubble generator was constructed in the 
Department to give short pulses of electricity of between 
36 and 130 volts. It was found that a potential of 60 - 70 
volts and a cycle length of 0.4 seconds gave reasonable results. 
The anode was a piece of thin copper tubing set in the bottom 
of the flume. The cathode was a 0.061 mm diameter platinum 
wire hung through the top of the flume and weighted by an 
electrically insulated lead sinker. (Fig. 15). A black screen 
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for the bubble traces. Illumination was provided by an 
electronic flash, synchronized with the camera shutter, 
directed down through the top of the flume so that the 
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bubbles were illuminated from above. This avoided reflections 
which might have caused glare spots above on the photographs. 
An electrolyte, 0.05g/litre sodium carbonate solution 
was used, although sodium sulphate would perhaps have. been 
better. 
3.4 PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
The hydrogen bubble traces were photographed with an 
Asahi Pentax camera mounted 1.52 metres from the platinum 
wire, with a 135 mm telephoto lens, to reduce the divergence 
of light rays. [A reduction factor of 5% was still required 
when measuring the distance between traces because the ruler 
which appears in the photographs (for the scale) was 8.3 cm 
behind the platinum wire. This correction factor was 
verified by photographing two rulers, 8.3 ems either side 
of the platinum wire, and halving the difference in scales 
of the two rulers.] 
The shutter speed was 1/60 second in order to fix 
the movement of the bubbles. With a lens aperture of F8, 
a re~sonable depth of field was obtained which was necessary 
as the operation was carried out in a confined area. 
35 mm high contrast line film (Agfa Ortho 25)was used. 
An electronic flashlight was held vertically above the hydrogen 
wire, with a screen placed to prevent light from the flash 
shining directly into the camera. 
The black and white film was processed in high contrast line 
developer. 10" x 8" prints were produced on document copying 
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paper in order to preserve the high contrast which is 
necessary to produce a clear image of the hydrogen bubbles. 
Considerable control ("burning in'' and "holding back"} 
was exercised in the printing process to bring out the ruler, 
hydrogen bubble traces, and the top of the tank (Datum for 
measurements}. 
Colour photographs were taken with a 35 mm wide angle 
1 lens, with an aperture of Fl6 and 1/30 second shutter speed. 
Colour slides were made on Agfa chrome 50s film. Light was 
provided by four quartz iodine lamps producing a total output 
of 4000 watts. 
3.5 DENSITY DETERMINATION 
A 30 cm long adjustable calibrated thermocouple was 
mounted in the top of the covered flume at section (2) so 
that it could be raised and lowered as required. The cold 
junction was placed in a thermos flask packed with melting 
ice. The induced emf was displayed on a Hewlett Packard 3440 A 
Digital Microvoltmeter, which was claimed to have an accuracy 
of 0.1%. The variable sample rate was set at 5 samples per 
second. The temperatures corresponding to the voltmeter 
readings were read off a calibration curve, and the density 
of water at that temperature obtained from a table in the 
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 
More accurate readings of the density differences may 
have been obtained if the cold junction of the thermocouple 
was placed next to the thermometer in the ambient fluid zone. 
3.6 PROCEDURE 
To ensure that all the necessary readings were taken 
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it was decided to adopt a standard procedure in the laboratory. 
Preliminary work is listed below. The hot water thermostats 
were set to the required temperature and heaters switched.on. 
The tank was filled, electrolyte added, and the constant 
head apparatus checked. The microvoltmeter was zeroed and 
ice prepared for the cold junction. The cold water pump was 
primed and gate valve set for the required velocity of ambient 
fluid. The selective withdrawal syphpn was checked. The 
hydrogen bubble generator and platinum wires were checked. 
It was found that if the generator is left on for 5 minutes 
prior to an experiment the platinum wire would release better 
bubble traces than when first switched on. The dye bottle 
was filled, air bubbles removed from the top of the flume, 
and the weir set at the required height. The first air trap 
was emptied of water. The photographic equipment was set in 
the required location and curtains, screens and lighting 
arranged. 
Two alternate methods were used to determine the 
velocity of the ambient fluid. One was to photograph hydrogen 
bubbles released from a platinum wire at section (1) before 
the hot water is switched on. The second method was to mount 
the camerasideways at section (2) and photograph a deep enough 
field of view to be able to observe both thewanu layer above 
and ambient fluid below the interface. Wherever possible, 
both methods were used and the results.averaged. 
The procedure adopted for a typical experiment i~ 
listed below. The cold water pump, syphon, and constant 
head system were all turned on. When the fluid became steady, 
the- hydrogen bubbles at section (1) were photographed. The 
camera was then shifted to section (2), mounted sideways 
and focused. The water was run to waste until the pipe 
warmed, then the first air trap was filled and the hot 
water pipe connected to the top of the covered flume in 
such a way that there were no sharp bends in the pipe. 
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Dye was switched on. It was necessary to leave the system 
running for ten minutes to 1; 4 hour before taking any 
readings. This ensures a steady state had been achieved. 
During this time the syphon was adjusted so that only the 
warm layer was withdrawn. The flow meter, ambient temper-
ature and hot water thermometer were read. Air was released 
from the air traps whenever practicable. When conditions 
had become completely stable with the syphon only withdrawing 
the warm layer, the mean observed depth of the interface at 
section (2) was noted and the dye tap was turned off in 
preparation for the photographs of hydrogen bubble traces. 
Two themometers in the selective withdrawal box indicated 
the position of the interface and allowed one to check the 
withdrawal every couple of minutes when the dye was switched 
off. 
A profile of temperature against depth at section (2) 
was taken. Five photographs of hydrogen bubble traces were 
taken at section (2). The dye was switched on again. A 
second profile of temperature against depth at section (2) 
was taken. The selective withdrawal system was again 
checked, and the mean observed position of the interface at 
section (2) again noted. The temperatures of the ambient 
and hot fluids were again noted and the flow meter checked. 
An example of the calculations performed with each 
experiment may be found in Appendix A. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
LABORATORY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 VELOCITY PROFILES 
Figure 16(a) shows a typical hydrogen bubble trace 
taken at section (1) in a moving ambient fluid. Figures 
16(b), (c) and (d) show typical bubble traces taken at 
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section (2) with both layers moving. Note that the velocity 
in the ambient fluid is fairly uniform. Note alsp that in 
Fig. 16(d) the ambient velocity was greater than u 2 • 
The theory for Experiment 25 predicted flooding. 
Figure 17 shows four typical velocity profiles at 
section (2) in a moving ambient fluid. Note the marked 
non-uniformity of the profiles. The velocity profiles do 
not appear to become more nor less non-uniform as the ambient 
velocity is increased. 
Once established, the velocity profiles remain fairly 
constant over the channel width. The density gradient 
within the moving layer inhibits turbulent diffusion in the 
y-direction. Therefore, velocity distributions, once 
established at the jump, tend to be self preserving or to 
change only very slowly. Density jumps represent discont-
inuity of flow energy. Energy is dissipated by turbulent 
shear forces at the jump and it is these turbulent eddies 
which determine the form of the downstream velocity distri-
bution. 
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Figure 18 shows two typical density distributions 
downstream of a density jump. The density distribution 
in stationary ambient fluid has a :t.ectangular, uniform 
profile. The density distributd.on in a fast moving ambient 
flow (v = 1.06 cm/s) had a marked triangular non-uniform 
profile. 
The density distribution in a density current, 
downstream of a density jump, is seldom uniform. This 
non uniformity is a result of incomplete mixing of the 
density current and the ambient fluid. Uniformity is 
dependent on the extent of turbulent mixing in the jump 
after entrainment has occurred. If the roller region 
occupies most of the density jump, entrained ambient fluid 
is thoroughly mixed with the inflowing fluid in the roller 
region of the jump and the resulting density distribut&on 
approach~~ uniformity. Wilkinson (1970) reported that 
for zero ambient velocities, density jumps, with low 
downstream Froude numbers had uniform downstream density 
distributions; but that in the maximum entraining jump 
the resulting density distributions were markedly non-
uniform. 
4.3 THE EFFECT OF NON-UNIFORM VELOCITY PROFILES 
AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
It should be noted that the theory is based on the 
assumption that the velocity profiles and density distrib-
utions are uniform in the flowing layer. Wilkinson (1970) 
found that for the case of stationary ambient flow, the 
experimental data fitted closely to the curve of hf/y1 
against F2 (Fig. 8), indicating that the various integral 
Of:NSITY OF WATER ,f,mg/l. 
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factors compensate. It could be that for the case of 
moving ambient fluid, the density and ve~ocity profiles 
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are non-uniform to such an extent that the various integral 
factors may not compensate. 
Wilkinson reported that both the velocity profiles 
and density distributions downstream of a density jump 
which had a constant upstream state became more non-uniform 
as the downstream Froude number increased in value; that 
is, as the height of the control weir decreased and entrain-
ment increased. It would have been expected that an 
increase in the velocity of the ambient fluid, and corresp-
onding increase in entrainment, leads to increased non-unif-
ormity of the velocity profiles and density distributions. 
In fact, only the density distributions appeared to become 
more non-uniform as v* increased; the velocity profiles 
remaining markedly non uniform irrespective of changes in 
V* • 
One effect of non-uniform velocity profiles and 
density distributions is that it is difficult td judge 
the depth of the interface. Large differences of two 
or three centimetres were found between the different y 2 's: 
the depth of maximum change of density with depth; the 
depth of maximum change of velocity with depth; and the 
visual depth cif the interface. No significant relation-
ship was found between the three expressions for the depth 
except that the depth of maximum velocity gradient was less 
than the visual depth of interface in most cases. 
The difficulty indetermination of the depth of 
interface could be one explanation for the large differences 
in experimental and theoretical Froude Numbers and q 21 •s, 
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particularly in experiments with high ambient velocities. 
4.4 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND THEORY 
A typical reduction of test data for a single 
experiment may be found in Appendix A. Appendix Bis 
an error analysis of a typical experiment. Note how small 
initial errors (1 and 2%) rapidly accumulate giving a 7% 
error in the theoretical value of F 2 , but a 50% error 
in the experimental value of F 2 ; a 28% error in the 
theoretical q 21 , and a 17% error in the experimental q 21 • 
This indicates the necessity of obtaining experimental 
results of great accuracy. Recommended modifications in 
experimental technique are listed in Chapter 6, and 
recommended modifications to the laboratory equipment are 
listed in the appendix. Despite the large experimental 
error, all but one of the F 2 experimental results 
(excluding flooded jump~ were within 25% of the theoretical 
results for F 2 • If experiments in which flooding 
occurred, v* > 0.5 , or H < 0.5 ems are excluded, all 
experimental F 2 results are within 15% of the theoretical 
F 2 results. 
Also, all but two of the q 21 experimental results 
(excluding flooded jumps) were within 50% of the theoretical 
q 21 results. If those experiments in which jumps were 
flooded, v* > 0.5 or H < 0.5 ems are excluded, all but 
two of the experimental q 21 results are within 25% of 
the theoretical q 21 's. 
Appendix C shows the results of all the experiments. 
For known upstream conditions and weir heights (Table 3), 
the predicted downstream conditions (Table 4 assuming 
infinite depth; Table 5 the computer results for D = 72.4) 
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may be compared with the downstream results obtained in 
the laboratory. (Table 6). 
The values of v* , the dimensionless ambient 
velocities,are plotted on a graph of weir height and a 
function of upstream conditions (hf/y1 ) against the down-
stream Froude Number F 2 (Figure 19). It can be seen from 
this graph and the tables of results that agreement between 
experiments and theory ranged from satisfactory to poor. 
The experimental values of F 2 in experiments with very 
low weir heights was considerably lower than the theoretical 
values. This may be due to friction at the solid boundary 
acting as a downstream control. (See Section 4.5). 
The experimental values of F 2 were plotted against 
the theoretical values of F 2 in Figure 20. There is a 
large scatter. The experimental value of entrainments, q 21 , 
were plotted against the theoretical values in Figure 22. 
There is also a large scatter indicating a large experimental 
error. 
The agreement between theory and experiment appeared 
to be slightly more satisfactory for low values of ambient 
velocity so the graphs were drawn again. Figure 21 shows 
experimental F 2 1 s plotted against theoretical F 2 1 s for 
only those experiments in which v* was less than 0.5. 
Agreement between Theory and Experiment is now slightly more 
satisfactory. The results obtained by Wilkinson (1970) 
may be found in Table 7, Appendix D, and these were plotted 
on Figure 21 also. Figure 23 shows experimental q 21 1 s 
plotted against theoretical q 21 1 s for only those experi-
ments in which v* < 0.5. Agreement is a little more 
satisfactory. Wilkinson's results were also plotted, but 
his experimental q 21 •s were a lot lower than his 
theoretical q 21 •s • 
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The effect of a moving ambient fluid, it has been 
shown theoretically, is to increase the entrainment. This 
is illustrated dramatically on Figure 24. Figure 24(a) 
shows the hf/y1 plotted against the theoretical q 21 •s; 
the numbers on the graph being the values of v* • Figure 
24(b) shows hf/y1 plotted against the experimental q 21 •s. 
Note the increase in as increases. 
4.5 THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY FRICTION 
For weir heights of 0.5 cm and less the F 2 1 s were 
a lot lower than predicted by theory and this is thought 
to be the result of friction at the solid boundary, the 
presence of which is thought to act as a control in the 
same· way as the weir. That is, for small weir heights, 
the b_ed friction can be considered to act as an effective 
weir. As the weir height increases, the control switches 
from b~d ~~&ction to the weir. Boundary friction was not 
included in the analysis, (a) because its neglect is a 
good approximation to density jumps at a free surface, and 
(b) the analysis would be difficult if friction was included. 
Reynolds numbers in the density current at section·,(2) 
were of the order of 2000. Measured velocity distributions 
showed that this flow was turbulent, with a laminar boundary 
layer at the solid boundary. The ratio of interfacial 
shear to channel bed shear obtained by Wilkinson was of the 
order of 8% and is therefore neglected in the following 
derivation of an expression for the friction factor, f* • 
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sides remains laminar the Boundary Shear Stress, Tw, 
may be written, 
S2 -
Tw = 2µ~ a,, where 
µ1 y 
s1 = ratio of laminar boundary layer thickness to depth 
of the density current, y 
s~ = ratio of the velocity at the edge of a laminar 
boundary layer of the density current, to the mean 
flow velocity 
u,y = mean velocity and depth of density current 
µ = dynamic viscosity 
Wilkinson (1970 found that 
2s 2 
S = ~ = constant = 14. 3 
Therefore 
Streeter (1971) gives in equation (5.10.2), which holds 
for laminar or turbulent flow, 
= P f* u2 
8 
where f* = friction factor, and p = density. 
Eliminating Tw gives 
f* = BSµ 
s u y 
withµ= 2.6 x 10-4 NS/m2 , p = 1000 kg/m3 , -u = 2 cm/s , 
and y = 8 cm, 
then 
f* = 0.185 . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
5.1 THE SOLUTION FOR FLOWS OF FINITE DEPTH 
A computer program which could be used to solve the 
five equations (11, 12, 14, 15 and 18}, for any value of 
depth D may be found in the appendix. The program is 
based on the Newton-Raphson iteration technique and was used 
on the Burroughs B6700 ALGOL Compiler. 
The iteration technique is more easily described 
in terms of one equation and one unknown, Newton's approxim-
ation to a root: Let f. 
l. 
be a function of x and f.' 
l. 
its derivative with respect to 





is the value 
then 
f. 
l. = x. - IT 
l. l. 
X 
where xi+l is the value of x in the iteration following 
the ith iteration. 
When there are five equations and five unknowns, 
An initial approximation is 
The Taylor expansion gives, 
f. 0 l'ixl 
0 
l'ix2 ' (xl + 'x2 + l. 
(i = 1 to 5} 
0 
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gives five linear equations in five 
unknowns (tix1 , ••• tix 5} which, when solved simultaneously, 
give a new value of x = x + ~x . Iteration continues until 
~x becomes smaller than a predescribed error, or divergence 
takes place. 
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Solution convergence depends on good initial approxi-
mations. In the experiments the total depth D was 72.4 ems. 
For many cases the exact solution for infinite depth was 
found to be a suitable initial approximation for the case of 
D = 72.4 for convergence to occur. When difficulty was 
experienced in obtaining the required solution by this means, 
two alternative methods were used. The first, trial and 
error. The second, plotting a curve of hf/y1 against F2 
for v* increasing from O to the required v* • (The 
curve of hf/y1 against F 2 for v* = 0 was in the same 
position for D = infinity as for D = 72.4. This was not 
the case for other values of v*.) 
The five equations (11, 12, 14, 15 and 18) were 
labelled z[l] to .[5} and these were differentiated with 
respect to the five unknowns (v* 2 ' v* 3 , q* 2 ' F 2 , F 3 ), 
labelled x[l] to x[5] , giving twenty five derivatives 
labelled Dz [1, 1] to Dz [5, 5] . These were operated on by 
a aibroutine called DETLINEQN. 
Input data includes v* 1 (Vl), F1 (Fl), h(H), D(72.4 ems), 
q~(QD), q1 (QOl), and five initial estimates of the five 
unknowns. 
Output data includes the number of iterations required 
to obtain the solutions, the error, q 21 , y 2/D, v* 2 , v* 3 , 
q* 2 , F 2 , F 3 and the Jacobian. 
There were at least three possible sets of solutions 
(branches) to the equations, and it was necessary to ensure 
that the initial estimates were close to the required solution 
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to prevent obtaining an extraneous solution. 
The program was used to find theoretical solutions for 
all the laboratory experiments and also to plot charts 
of hf/y1 against F 2 for the case when D = 72.4 ems 
for different values of v* (0, 0.5, 1.0 etc.) by 
incrementing h by suitable small amounts (typically 
0.01 cm). 
5.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM RESULTS 
The computer program was used to obtain theoretical 
downstream conditions for the case when the total depth 
D = 72.4 ems. The first program of Appendix F was used 
for one calculation only, for example, for a laboratory 
experiment. The second program will, for a constant 
value of v* and a gradually decreasing weir height, 
give a set of values of hf/y1 against F 2 • The third 
program is a listing of a subroutine used in the solution 
of the non-linear simultaneous equations. 
5.2.1 Theoretical Results for the Laboratory 
Experiments 
The computer results for the laboratory experiments 
differed only slightly with the majority of theoretical 
results for the case of infinite depth. Froude Numbers 
varied mostly by O - 3%, but in one case was as high as 
10%. Entrainments varied by from O - 3% usually, with 
one as high as 5%. 
The laboratory experiment results differed by much 
more than this, so it can be said that the theory for 
infinite depth gives a reasonable approximation to the 
computer results for the laboratory experiments. 
5.3 COMPARISON OF THE THEORIES FOR FINITE AND INFINITE 
DEPTHS 
In Figure 25(a) the downstream Froude Number F 2 
is plotted against v* for the case of infinite depth 
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and the case of D = 72.4. The upstream Froude Number F1 
remained constant at F1 = 7.55. It can be seen that the 
curves, although equal when v* = 0 , diverge rapidly as 
v* increases. The curve for D = 72.4 increases at first 
with increase of v* until a maximum F 2 is reached at 
v* = 0.8 and after this F 2 decreases as v* increases. 
No computer solutions could be found for V 1 S * greater 
than 1.0. The curve for infinite depth, on the other hand, 
continues to increase as v* increases. 
In Figure 25(h) the entrainments are compared. There 
is good agreement and in both the case of infinite depth 
and D = 72.4 , q 21 increases almost exponentially as v* 
increases. Again, no computer solutions could be found for 
v*'s greater than 1.0. 
Figure 26 shows graphs of hf/y1 plotted against 
for different Each graph is for a different 
upstream Froude Number F1 . In Figure 26(a), F1 = 4.0, 
in Fig. 26(b), F1 = 7.55, in Fig. 26(c), F1 = 8.0 and in 
Fig. 26(d), F1 = 12.0. 
For stationary ambient fluid (v* = 0) the graphs of hf;Yi 
against F 2 are identical with the graph for infinite depth. 
As v* increases, there are some significant differences. 
(1) The curves for one particular value of v* are not 
independent of the upstream Froude Number: as F1 increases 
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( 2) The curves for very high v*'s and high upstream 
Froude Numbers become steeper both as Fl and v* increase. 
At low weir heights and high F 's 1 the curves for high 
v*'s cross over the curves for lower v*'s . 
(3) The downstream Froude Number for the case of a very 
low weir height depends on both v* and upstream Froude 
Number. As both F1 and v* increase, F 2 decreases. 
5.4 THE DOWNSTREAM FROUDE NUMBER WHEN THE WETR HEIGHT 
IS ZERO 
When the weir height is zero, the theory for infinite 
depth predicts that F2 = 1.0 irrespective of values of 
v* or F1 . When the weir height is zero the theory for 
D = 72.4 predicts that F 2 will only be equal to zero when 
F2 becomes less than zero as both F1 and v* 
increase. For F1 = 7.55, the decrease in F 2 with increase 
in v* is plotted on Figure 27. 
However, the downstream Froude Number should always 
be 1.0 when the weir height is zero, irrespective of the 
value of v* • This is because at a free overfall, critical 
flow exists and a wave will neither travel up nor downstream 
(w = 0) • 
In a single layer fluid, the wave velocity, w = v -c 
where 2 C = gy Therefore, 
W = V - /gy 
and the Hydraulic Froude Number is 
V 
F = 
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equation 28 and the corresponding Froude Number, which is 
called the "Froude Wave. Number" (F*),is defined by 
equations 29 and 31. (See section 5.4). 
Critical flow exists when F* = 1.0. This was 
verified by calculating F* from equation 31 using the 
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values of F2 obtained to plot figure 27 and it was found 
that F* = 1.0 for all values of v* . (NB in equation 31 
use the computer value of v* 2 instead of v*). The line 
F* = 1.0 is plotted on Figure 27. 
5.5 THE WAVE VELOCITY IN A 2-LAYER FLUID OF FINITE DEPTH 
Let the speed of a wave at the interface be w 
(Fig. 28a). The ambient fluid has density p, velocity v 
and depth (D-y). The lower layer has density p + 6p, 
velocity u and depth y. Impose (-w) to make the 
situation steady (Fig. 28b). The wave height (z) is small. 
The two continuity equations are, 
(u - w) y = (u - w + 6u) (y + z) = (u - w) y + y6u + z (u - w) + z ( 6u) • 
(v = w) (D - y) = (v - w + 6v) (D - y- z) = (v -w) (D-y) + (D-y) 6v-z (v-w) 
- z/S.v • 
Which give 
y6u+z(u-w) =0 or 6u=- (u-w)z/y 
(D - y) 6v - z (v - w) = 0 or 6v = (v - w) z / (D - y) 
The energy equations are, 
(27) 
1 2 1 2 Te = p + pgD + 2 p (v - w) = p + p + pgD + 2 p (v - w + 6v) 
1 2 Tel= p+ pgD+6pgy+ 2p(u-w) =p+6p+pgD+6pg(y+z) 
1 2 + 2 p(u - w + 6U) 
1 2 1 2 Tel - Te = 6pgy + 2 p (u - w) - 2 p (v - w) 
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FfNITE DEPTH 
Linearise by neglecting products of au, av, z 
p (v - w) av - p(u - w) au -apgz = 0 
(27) gives 
p (v - w) 2 
(D -y) 
2 + p (u - w) 
y - apg = o 
(v2 - 2vw + w2) + (u2 .;. 2uw + w2) _ ·~ = 0 
(D - y) y p 
2 [ 1 1] ~ v u] · v2 u 2 · a w -- + - --2w -- + - + -- + - - pg = O O-y y D-y y D-y y p 
,.1 
v + u [ 2uv v2 u2 + apg [ 1 + 1 JI ½ w = o=y Y _ y(D-y) - y(D-y) - y(D-y) -p- 5='y y 
_l_+f [ 1 1]2 ·D-y y - + -D-y y 




2 2 y (D-y) 
w = vy + u (D-y) _ ~ap gy (D-y) _ y (D-y) (µ-v) 2 ] ½ (28) 
D L pD D2 
Note that the positive root is meaningless. 
Equation (28) is the wave velocity in a 2-layer fluid of 
finite depth. 
Now the wave velocity in a single-layer fluid of 
finite depth is w = v - c where c 2 = gy. 
then w = v - ✓gy 
V 
The Hydraulic Froude Number is F = -
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The corresponding expression for the Froude number 
in a 2-layer fluid of finite depth may be written 
~pg y (D - y) 
L pD 
vy - u (D - y) 
D 
_ y (D - y) (u - v) 2 ] ½ 
D2 
( 29) 
Equations (28) and (29) can be written in dimensionless 
form: 
1/3 
Let v* = v/q t:,. 
2/3 1/3 
u = F qi'.l , 
y* = y/D 
1/3 
w* = w/q. A 
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113 1 /3 r , 2 4; 3 213 2 ] ½ 
w*F =F(l-y*)+F v*y*-L(l-y*)(l-y*F +2F v*y*-F v*y*) 
The Froude-wave number, F*' becomes 
Note that when F* = 1, w* = 0 
Case (1) when D 
(30) gives 
and w = 0 













F* = F (from ( 31) ) 
1/3 ~ 2 4;3 2 /3 2 J ½ F(l-y*) +F v*y*= L(l-y*) (1-y* F +2F v*y*- F v* y*) 
which reduces to 
Now if v * = v * 2 = v * 3 , and F 2 = F 3 = F , and h = 0 
then equation (18) gives: 
( 32) 
Substitµting 
Therefore, when w = 0 , equation (30) reduces to 
equation (18). 
(32) 
Case (3). Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs when the 





1 - q* (F 1/3 - V *) 2 < 0 
or 2 
(F 13 - v*) > 1/q~ ( 33) 
or 
t-¾ - V ) > 1 -i- 0 qt. 1/3 qt. 1/3 * 




This condition would be satisfied in highly super-
critical flow such as in the entry of a neutral jet. 
When V = 0 , (34) reduces to 
½ 
F > ( !?. ) y 
When V = 0 .1 u , ( 34) becomes 
1 ½ F > ( !?.) 0.9 y 
and when v = 0.5 u, (34) becomes 
½ 
F > 2 (£) 
y 
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When v = O, F1 would have to be greater than 10.7 for 
instability to occur in the present experiments, or 10.2 
in the Wilkinson (1970) experiments. 
Wilkinson noted that for Density Jumps controlled 
by a broad-crested weir, the minimum stable F 2 was 0.17, 
the conjugate F1 being 13.2 ; and when F1 > 13.2, the 
jump floods before the stage of zero entrainment is reached. 
This could be a result of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. 
In density currents of oil slicks over water, 
Wilkinson (1972) showed that dynamic instability occurred 
when the densimetric Froude Number upstream of a slick 
exceeded a critical value (approximately 0.529, d~pending 
on the magnitude of the density difference).* 
Case ( 4) • The graph of hf/y1 against F2 for D = 
infinity is NOT the same as the graph of hf/y1 against 
F* for D = 72.4, and v* greater than zero. The reason 
for this is because v* is not equal to v*2 in the 
computer results. 
* The writer contemplates carrying out further research 
into this aspect. 
CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 RECOMMENDED MODIFICATIONS 
Modifications to the laboratory apparatus which 
should be carried outhbefore any further experiments are 
attempted, are listed in Appendix H. 
Recommended modifications in experimental technique 
include: 
(1) Each experiment should be left for at least 
¼ hour after adjusting v, the ambient velocity, although 
the syphon may be adjusted during this time. 
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(2) A camera should be mounted on its side 
opposite the downstream section to photograph hydrogen 
bubble traces in both the ambient fluid and density current. 
A second camera could be used to take colour photographs of 
two bays, including the inlet. 
(3) A maximum of three and minimum of two 
operators would be required. 
(4) Two thermometers should be placed in the tank, 
one at the top and one at the bottom. They should be 
compared occasionally to ensure that the tank has not 
become density stratified. A 1°c difference would mean 
an appreciable error in the density profile at the down-
stream section. If stratification does occur, the 3 Hp. 
pump can be used to mix up the water in the tank. 
(5) If the lighting is increased for photographs 
of hydrogen bubble traces it may be possible to run a very 
small flow of dye continually, and so avoid the problem of 
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cold dye liquor causing the temperature of the hot water to 
fluctuate when the dye is turned off and on. 
6.2 FURTHER STUDIES 
The results of most of the laboratory experiments 
suffered from a large experimental error and after modifi-
cations have been made, some further experiments should be 
studied. Temperature differences between hot and cold 
water should be kept within the range a0 c to 10°c. One 
complete set of experiments could be made with 
then another set, with u1 = 5 cm/s. Values of 
u 1 = 10 cm/s, 
h could 
be from Oto 2.5 ems in steps of 0.5 ems. Values of the 
velocity of the ambient fluid, v, could range from Oto 
3.75 cm/s, in steps of 0.75 cm/s. If possible, experiments 
for one particular weir height could begin with v = 0 
(or at auch a v that the inlet no longer floods) and v 
could be increased in steps of 0.75 cm/s until the roller 
region extends 1. 5 m downstream. These experiments for 
each unchanged weir height should all be carried out without 
changing the upstream conditions. 
6.3 CONCLUSION 
It has been shown theoretically that, keeping the 
upstream conditions constant, a steady increase. in ambient 
fluid velocity will cause entrainment, or q 21 , to increase 
in an almost exponential manner, until v* = 1.0 , after 
which the theory breaks down. Analysis of the laboratory 
experiment results shows that a marked increase in entrain-
ment will result if the ambient velocity is increased or 
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the weir height is lowered. Figures 29 are four 
photographs of an entraining hydraulic jump as the ambient 
velocity is increased. The upstream conditions and weir 
height were not adjusted for the duration of the experiment. 
In Figure 29(a} the jump is flooded and v* is very low. 
In Figure 29(b}, the jump is not quite at the point of 
incipient flooding, and the entrainment zone is very short. 
In Figure 29(c}, v* is increased further and the roller 
has moved downstream. Note the dye becoming entrained. 
In Figure 29(d}, v* is increased further still and the 
jump has moved a long way downstream. Note that very 
little of the dye released is entrained in the long roller 
region. Note also that there appears to be only a 
negligible increase in depth y 2 in Figure 29(a}, (b} and 
{ c} • 
When the weir height is very low, laboratory experi-
ments give much lower Froude Numbers than those expected 
from theory. This is thought to be caused by boundary 
friction acting as a control in a similar manner to a weir, 
at very low weir heights. As the weir is raised, the 
control switches back to the weir. 
When the weir height is zero, the theoretical Froude 
Numbers for a depth of 72,4 ems were lower than expected 
and decreased when v* increased. This was caused by the 
definition of the Froude Number. The {densimetric} Froude 
Number is not the correct Froude Number to describe critical 
flow in a finite depth 2-layer fluid. The true Froude 
Number is a function of the speed of a wave travelling at 
the interface of the two fluids, and for this reason, a 



















































calculated from the computer results was exactly 1.0 when 
the weir height was zero, and remained at 1.0 as v* 
increased. 
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When the weir height is zero, the theory for infinite 
depth predicts that F = 1.0 , irrespective of the value 
2 
of F1 • This is because when the depth is infinity, F* 
reduces to F • 
For low value of v* (less than 0.5), the theory for 
infinite depth gives a very good approximation to the computer 
result for the case when D = 72.4 ems. 
A relatively large experimental error ~ead to a large 
scatter in the laboratory experiment results. If experiments 
in which flooding occurred, v* > 0.5 or h < 0.5 are 
neglected, the results are a little more satisfactory. 
Some modifications required bo be made to the 
laboratory equipment have been listed, and some suggestions 
have been made with which the experimental technique could 
be improved. Some further experiments which could very 
profitably be carried out, have been listed. 
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APPENDIX A 

































h = 2. 0 ems 
hf/y1 = 0.231 
Ambient Temperature 
Temperature of hot water 
Temperature Excess 
Density of Ambient Fluid 
Density of hot water 
The density difference (equal to 
the mean density difference since 
the density distribution is uniform) 
Flow Q = u1 • b. y1 (b = 15.24 ems) 
Velocity, at inlet, of hot water 
Inlet depth 
Flow per unit width 
The upstream Froude Number, 
2 
F 2 = 
1 
ul 
(t.p/p) 1 ° g O Y1 
Velocity of Ambient Fluid 
1/3 
v*l = v1/qt, dimensionless ambient 
f = 
2 
2. F 1/ 3 
1 
velocity 
Height of weir, 2.3 metres downstream 
from inlet 
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Approximate Theoretical Results, (Assuming D = oo, and 
- 0.442 
q21 = 2.06 
= 15.5 cm2/s 
= 
= 
1. 78 cm/s 
8.69 ems 
Theoretical Results, 
F2 = 0.4335 
Y2 = 8.659 ems 
u2 = 1.76 cm/s 
15.24 2 q2 = cm /s 
q21 = 2.0265 
v*2 = 0.349 
v*3 = 0.3298 
F3 = 1.004 
Experiment Results 
= 9.1 ems 
= 8.5 ems 
y 2 = 7.0 ems 
= 8.2 ems 
(Downstream Froude No., from 
graph of hf/y - v - F 2 ). 
q = l2 Fl 
2 + 1 - 2F{3 v * j lF { 3 j 21 4 . -4-
2 F 2 + 1- 2 E 1/ 3 v F 1/ 3 . 
2 2 * 1 
q 2 = downstream flow per unit width 
u 2 = downstream 
Downstream depth 
2 
velocity = F2Y3 
(y2 = q2/u2) 
Computer Output, Assuming D = 72.4 ems 
Downstream Froude No. 
Downstream depth of density current 
Downstream velocity of density current 
Downstream flow per unit width 
q21 = q2/q1 
Dimensionless ambient downstream velocityj 
Dimensionless ambient velocity at weir 
Froude No. at the weir. 
Maximum gradient of density distri-
bution 
observed, using dye, to interface 
Maximum gradient of velocity profile 
Interfacial depth (average y 2 ) 
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The mean density distribution was obtained from the temperature 
distribution, tabulated below: (Temperatures obtained from 
.TABLE 1 calibrated thermocouple) 
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The mean velocity distribution 
was obtained from 5 separate sets 
of hydrogen bubble traces: 
D u 2dy 
u 2 = f -- = 1.87 cm/s. 
o Y2 
2 = 15.3 cm /s 
q21 = 2.04 
Calculation of the characteristic 
density difference (l 2): 
-= 
g 
obtained by numerical integration 
of measured velocity and density 
distributions. 
p2 (g/ml) (lp/p)·:% 2 
µ2 (lp/p)2 '%) 
.99675 .2126% .457% l 2 1.89% -,- = 
.99669 .2184 .500 g u · 5 2 
.99688 .1993 .453 = 0.2024% 
.99699 .1883 .350 l 
.99719 .1683 .129 -
....!. = (~) 
g p 1 
· 1. 89% =0.3931% -
r = - = 12.91 
GB 
APPENDIX B 
ERROR ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL EXPERIMENT 
Experiment 28 
Ta = 16.6 ± 
Th = 32.35 
/iT = 15.75 








Temperature of hot water 
Temperature excess 
Density of Ambient Fluid 
ph = .994944 ± .000065 Density of hot water 
(&p/p) 1 :: .00393 (±2.5%) ti 1/g = (!ip/p) 1 












11 • 8 5 ( ± 1 % ) cm/ s 
0.635 (± 1%) cm 
7.57 (±2.76%) 
1.06 (± 4.0%) 
0.345 (± 5.5%) 
29.0 (± 4.5%) 
0.0732 (± 8.74%) 
2 ( ± 1%) ems 
0.231 (±10.7%) 
0.442 (±7.05%) 
2.06 (± 27.7%) 
q2 = 15.5 (± 28.7%) 
u 2 • = 1.78 (± 6.2%) 
= 8.69 (± 34.9%) 
Velocity of hot water, upstream 
Depth of inlet slot (Depth of upstream 
flow) 
Upstream Froude No. F1 = u1//(tip/p) 1 gy1' 
Velocity of ambient fluid 
1,3 
v* = v/qti' 
Ii ' 
q/i = (7t°)lulgyl 
f = 2 F { 3 / ( 2 Ft + 1 - 2 F{ 3 v *) 
Height of weir 
Downstream Froude No., Approximate 
Theory 
2 4;3 '1/3 . q21 = (2F1 +1-2F1 v*).F 2 
2 4;3 '1/3 (2F 2 +l-2F2 v*).F1 
Downstream Flow per unit width, 
Approximate Theory. 
Downstream velocity (Approxima~e Theory) 
Downstream depth (Approximate Theory) 
Experiment Results 
u 2 error= 6.1% 
u 2 = 1 , 8 6 8 ( ± 6 . 1 % ) cm/ s 
y 2 = 8.2 (± 9.7%) 
q2 = 15.3 (± 15.8%) 
q21 = 2.04 (± 16.8%) 
(6p/p) 2 error= 8.5% 
u 2 (6p/p) 2 error= 14.6% 
62/g = .2024 (±20.7%) 
61/g = .393 (± 2.5%) 
k + 1.94 (± 23.2%) 
r = 12.9 (± 9.2%) 
Fl = 7.57 (± 2.8%) 
F2 = 0.44~ (± 51.4%) 
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(Average error of 5 sets of readings) 





N.B. 50% error in experimental value of F 2 
to be expected. 
APPENDIX C 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
The following four pages tabulate the results of 
twenty-four laboratory experiments. 
All figures have been reduced to three significant 
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figures. All readings are in metric units, distances in 
centimetres except for distances downstream (metres). 
The following notes may be useful. 
*y2 (obs) is the observed depth of the interface. 
*y2 (~f/~y) is the depth of maximum density gradient. 
*y2 (6U/Ay) is the depth of maximum velocity gradient. 
*y2 is the mean depth of interface. 
*l The downstream distance is the distance from the entry 
section to the position where conditions first become 
stable. 
*2 In experiment 12, q 2 (lab. expt.) is very much less 
than expected. 
*3 Odd results in expt. 18 are due to difficulties in 
reading photographs because of an incorrect setting 
on the hydrogen bubble generator. 
*4 Before experiment 20, section (2) was observed at 
1.0 m downstream; for all the remaining experiments 
section (2) was observed at 1.6 m downstream. This 
change was necessary because some of the experiments 
required a considerable distance before downstream 
conditions became stable. 
*5 In Experiment 22 there was a large unexpected difference 
between the experimental and theoretical values of q 2 • 
*6 In laboratory experiments 24 and 25 there ·w.as no 
flooding observed, although both the theories 
predicted flooding. 
*7 In laboratory experiment 32, the value of F 2 was 
much lower than that expected by theory. 
*8 Experiments 33 and 34 were at the point of incipient 
flooding and the experimental values of q 21 
slightly less than 1.0 because of a flow behind 
the entry. 
*9 The theory used for experiments 33 to 36 (instead of 
the computer results for D = 72.4) was open channel 
flow theory, since there was no entrainment and 
the ordinary hydraulic jump formulae apply. 
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*10 Experiments 35 and 36 were completely flooded with a 
significant flow behind the entry section explaining 
why the experimental values of q 21 were so low. 
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TABLE 3 RESULTS: UPSTREAM PARAMETERS 
Expt u vl h 11T ~ % Fl v*l ql hf ,.:cl -
No. cm/s cm/s cm oc p cm2/s Y1 
7 14.1 0 1.5 38.8 1.29 4.98 0 8.95 .272 
8 15.3 0 1.0 41.0 1.39 5.2 0 9.7 .172 
9 11. 8 0 1.5 21.6 .581 6.2 0 7.48 .206 
10 9.5 1.65 1.5 21.8 .584 5.21 0.51 6.05 .308 
12 14.3 0 1.5 15.1 .368 9.45 0 9.09 .118 
16 11.9 1.32 1.5 15.6 .383 7.68 .433 7.53 .174 
18 12.0 0.65 1.5 14.3 .337 8.24 .222 7.58 .149 
20 12.0 .762 2.05 14.8 .371 7.90 .252 7.61 .217 
21 11.9 1.36 2.0 13.8 .332 8.25 .468 7.52 .222 
22 11.8 1.54 2.5 15.7 .390 7.6 .501 7.52 .300 
23 12.0 2.03 3.0 13.5 .331 8.34 .696 7.60 .333 
24 11.7 1.82 3.5 15.3 , • 385 7.54 .60 7.41 .437 
25 11. 8 1.98 4.0 15.4 , .385 7.58 .652 7.35 .502 
26 11.9 1.78 2.5 16.1 .401 7.55 .573 7.58 .309 
27 11.8 ,1.98 2.0 15.9 .395 7.54 .643 7.51 .253 
28 11.8 1.06 2.0 15.8 .393 7.57 .345 7.52 .231 
29 12.0 .844 1.0 16.0 .403 7.48 .272 7.53 .115 
30 11.8 1.06 1.0 14.9 .356 7.95 .356 7.52 .108 
31 12.0 .957 0.5 16.8 .413 7.52 .305 7.65 .058 
32 11. 9 1.10 0 16.4 .405 7.51 .355 7.57 0 
,, 
33 12.18 .436 3.6 15.9 .332 8.46 .149 7.73 .338 
34 12.0 .495 4.0 12.3 .278 9.12 .180 7.62 .343 
35 1 6.97 .336 4.0 10.6 .236 5.74 .155 4.42 .634 









































































flooding indicated by theory 






























flooded, off chart 

































TABLE 5 RESULTS: THEORY FOR D = 72.4 ems. 
Expt F2 Y2 u2 . q2 q21 v*2 v*3 F3 
No. 
7 .318 4.27 2.25 9.63 1.08 ~.002 -.002 1.0 
8 .468 4.87 3.07 15.0 1.54 -.015 -.015 1.0 
9 .419 6.06 1.96 11.9 1.59 -.019 -.018 1.0 
10 .346 4.76 1.60 7.63 1.26 .534 .516 .996 
12 .553 10.6 2.16 22.8 2.51 -.069 -.066 1.0 
16 .522 9.49 1.97 18.7 2.49 .436 .414 .992 
18 .530 9.54 1.92 18.3 2.41 .195 .186 .998 
20 .436 8.90 1. 74 15.5 2.04 .244 .230 .998 
21 .475 10.5 1.77 18.5 2.46 .481 .452 .990 
22 .366 8.60 1.57 13.5 1.79 .533 .500 .992 
23 .357 10.5 1. 47 15.3 2.02 .765 .706 .980 
24 imaginary results (flooding) 
25 imaginary results (flooding) 
26 .367 8.72 1.59 13.9 1.83 .614 .576 .989 
27 .454 9.95 1.82 18.1 2.41 .684 .642 .982 
28 .434 8.66 1. 76 15.2 2.03 .349 .330 .996 
29 .589 8.50· 2.19 18.6 2.47 .249 .240 .997 
30 .610 9.60 2.14 20.5 2.73 .337 .323 .995 
31 .704 8.45 2.49 21.0 2.74 .276 .268 .996 
32 .994 7.37 3.10 22.8 3.01 .316 .316 .994 
33* .218 7.29 1.06 7.73 1.0 
34* .209 7.87 1.03 7.62 1.0 
35* .272 4.85 .913 4.42 1.0 
36* .293 4.25 .978 4.15 1.0 
* From Open Channel Flow Theory (flooded) 
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TABLE 6 RESULTS: LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 
Expt F2 Y2 u2 q2 q21 Y2* Y2* Y2* dist 
No. (obs) (6 ·p/ t.y) (&u/A.y) (m) *l 
\ 
7 .324 4.5 2.3 10.4 1.15 4.5 
8 .45 4.75 2.66 12.6 1.3 4.75 5.16 
9 .418 6.5 1.85 12.1 1.61 6.5 6.5 7.5 
10 .41 6.0 1.70 10.2 1.70 6.25 6.0 
12*2 .55 8.67 1.33 11. 4 1.26 8.75 8.5 8.5 
16 .498 9.17 2.54 23.3 3.1 10 9.5 8 
18*3 .426 8.5 1.56 I 13 o 3 1. 75 10 8.5 0.6 
20*4 .521 8.9 1.69 15.1 1.98 8.75 8.9 9.1 0.5 
21*5 .478 10.0 1. 71 17.1 2.28 11 10 9.17 1.0 
22*6 .478 9.64 2.28 22.0 2.93 11.3 8.5 9.17 0.8 
23*6 .773 7.5 2.6 19.5 2.56 7.0 7.5 8.0 0.8 
24 .405 10.0 1.97 19.7 2.66 10 10 10 1.4 
25 .393 10.5 1.66 17.5 2.37 11.2 11.0 9.5 1.2 
26 .515 8.72 2.63 22.8 3.01 8.8 9.0 8.2 1.0 
27 .547 7.53 3.30 24.8 3.31 8.0 8.0 6.6 1.4 
28 .442 8.2 1.87 15.3 2.04 8.5 9.1 7.0 0.4 
29 .538 8.56 1.97 16.8 2.23 8.75 10.0 6.93 1.0 
30 .527 8.62 2.1 18.1 2.41 8.75 9.5 7.6 0.5 
31 .536 8.27 2.3 19.1 2.49 9.0 8.5 7.3 0.8 
32*7 .573 7.64 2.65 20.2 2.67 8.75 6.5 7.68 0.9 
33*8 .205 8.08 .884 7.14 .924 8.15 8.3 7.79 
34*9 .252 9.1 .795 7.23 .948 9.5 9.0 8.85 
35*10 .207 7.3 .392 2.86 .646 7.3 7.3 7.3 
36*10 .206 6.5 .572 3.72 .896 6.8 6.5 6.2 
APPENDIX D 
RESULTS OBTAINED BY WILKINSON (1970) FOR DENSITY JUMPS 
CONTROLLED BY A BROAD-CRESTED WEIR 
v* = 0 in each case 
TABLE 7 
Upstream Theoretical Experimental 
Conditions Results Results 
Fl f 
bf 
. F2 F2 
k= r =y2 
... q21 -y: ~21 Y1 1 
10:s .0433 0 1.·o 3.21 .83 2.60 14.0 
10.7 .0422 .063 .667 3.01 .73 2.44 14.4 
10.5 .0433 .105 .583 2.79 .58 2.09 14.7 
9.7 .0481 .175 .468 2.31 .48 2.00 14.8 
9.7 .0481 .220 .402 2.05 .37 1.70 15.1 
9.7 .0481 .265 .339 1.76 .32 1.59 15.1 
9.7 .0481 .290 .290 1.50 .23 1.19 14.5 
16.5 .0238 0 1.0 4.33 .73 3.05 24.5 
16.5 .0238 .065 .664 4.00 .65 2.90 25.4 
16.5 .0238 .145 .513 3.49 .48 2.50 26.2 
16.3 .0242 .210 .420 2.99 .35 2.00 26.4 
16.3 .0242 .260 .347 2.53 .26 1.50 26.0 
16.3 .0242 .300 .271 1.97 .19 1.10 25.3 
16.2 .0243 .300 .271 1.97 .20 1.15 25.5 
16.4 .0240 .260 .347 2.54 .27 1.55 26.0 
16.5 .0238 .210 .420 3.02 .36 2.05 26.2 
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F 2 (Experimental) was plotted against F 2 (Theoretical) 
on Figure 21, together with the results obtained by the 
present writer, for O ~ v* ~ 0.5. 
q 21 (Experimental) was plotted against q 21 (Theoret-
ical) on Figure 23, together with the results obtained by 
the present writer, for O ~ v* ~ 0.5. 
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APPENDIX E 
CALIBRATION OF HOT WATER FLOW METER 
At a constant rate, water flowed through the 
flow meter into a weighed 20 gallon container mounted on 
scales. The flow meter reading was noted. Times were 
taken at the start and finish. When starting, the pipe, 
flowing, was moved towards the container, and the stopwatch 
started. When a required number of gallons as registered 
on the flow meter had flowed into the container, the pipe, 
still running, was moved away from the container and the 
stopwatch stopped. The container was weighed to determine 
the amount of water in the container. 
Table 8 lists the results. A graph of inverse flow 
rate, as measured on the flow meter against the weighed 
inverse flow rate is shown in Figure 30. The flow meter 
readings are in imperial gallons. 
Rather higher errors were recorded for very fast 
flows. It is likely that the errors for high flows were 
influenced by the experimental technique. It was difficult 
to synchronise timing with the period of flow into the 
container, during high flow rates. 
At flow rates similar to those used in laboratory 
experiments (about 1 gallon per 40 second$) the error 
observed was about 1%. It was concluded that the reading 
on the flow meter was accurate enough for the laboratory 
investigation. 
It is relevant here to note that in flows of hot 
water, condensation formed on the glass of the flow meter, 
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making readings difficult. 
TABLE 8 
Weight Weight Time Flow Sees/ Sees/ Error 
Water X 0.22 sees Meter gallon gallon % 
)kg) (gal) (gal) (meas.) (meter) 
47.2 10.4 55 ', 10.05 5.29 5.47 3.5 
46.6 10.28 74 10 7.2 7.4 2.8 
46.6 10.28 107 10 10.4 10.7 2.8 
46.0 10.1 205 10 20.3 20.5 1.0 
45.95 10.1 155.7 10 15.4 15.57 1.0 
23.3 5.12 162.8 5 31.8 32.56 2.4 
22.85 5.03 293 5 58.1 58.6 0.6 
23.0 5.05 239 5 47.4 47.8 1.0 
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A, L'NEAK EQUATIONS• MATKI~ INVERSION, AND OETERMlNANTS 
1 • LINPA~ "REAL MATrtICE~ 
PU~POSE LlNPAC IS A CbLLECTIUN UF PROCEOUHES TO SOLVE SYSTEMS OF" 
L!NLAR [iJlJAI Iu;~~- lNVEt-,T M~THlC~s,. A,'1D COMI-IJTt: UETEfiMlNANTS, 
A FULL AlCUnACT UPTION ALLONS ~uLur:uNS ANO :NVLRSE) TO BE COMPUTlO 
TO ~ UL L MAC r,I In: AC C UR A (;Y l 1 H O t. C H' /1 L I) l Gl T S ) , THE D I FF E ti ENT . 
f-'ROCEUUHC.:S ,ill/El~ ALLIJW FUH U!FFU<UIT COMtiltlATI011S Of OPTIONS, 
METrlOD T~E HASIC M(THUU ~M~LuYSO IS GAUS~IA~ ELIMINATION W!Trl 
t' A H T I A L P I V .J T I N u (R U W l N T E R l H AN u E S ) , 1; i. S O Ii N () ,~ N A ~ " L U " 
DECUMPUSIT!uN, THl VErlSIO~~ FUH LINEAK EQUAT!U~S U~E COMB!NATI0NS 
UF rnu UK MUHL dASlC WUHKIN~ PriUCLDJ~~~, OF NHl~H THERE AHE FOuH, 
UECUMPUSt., ~ULVL> IMPROVE, ANU uETErtM[NANT, A uESCHIPTlUN OF THESE 
r· 0 U t< t" U L l.. 0 r'I ~ , 
D~COMt'OSE THANSfOHMS A COPY UF THL l~~UT MATRIX A (SOME 
t-'RDCEOUHES ALL.Ur1 A ITSELF TU tJE THANSFURMED, AT THE USEl<"S Ut-'TlUN) 
I NT O f HE PH u Ou C T OF A 11 UPPER - T ti I ANG UL A tl MA TR I X iJ AN U A LO ~l £Ii 
TRIANGJLAR MATKlX L WITH l S ALUNG THE MAIN DIA~ONAL, U IS . 
STUHiU lN Tht: u~PtH TR!ANuULAR HALF OF THE ARRAY LU AND L IS STUHLD 
IN THE LUwErt Trt1ANGULAR HALF wllH THE 1 S OMITTtO, THE EL!MlNAflUN 
1S CARHILU uUT aY USING A FURM Uf SCALING IN AOulTIUN TO CHOOSING 
MAXi~u~ CUL.U~N PIVOTS, IT IS OuNE. AS FOLLONSI ulF • HE THE ELIMIN· 
ATluN ~lGIN~ THL rtEClPHOCAL OF THE MAXIMUM MAGNlTuUL ELtMENT 1N 
EACl1 RUn I5 RtcuRQEu, TtH:: E.Ll~1!N,\TlUi\" PH'JCLEOS fly O!OOSING AS fHl. · 
PIVUT ELtMENT TH( LARij£ST ENTHY, TAK!N~ [Nru ACCOUNT THL SCALE FAC-
TOR:,, UN OH 8ELUW TnE MAIN UlAijUNAL, HATHE~ THAN ACTUALLY INTEH• 
C ti A <Hi E T 11 f. Ii U ,c, , T H E R 'i ri l N U l C E :, S T O ,~ E O I N T H E A fnl A T P S A K E I N T ER "' 
~ttANGEU, THE "LU" UECOMPOSITlUN ACTUALLY SATISFIES THE EoUATlON 
I.U " 1-'A riHEHE I' lS A PEHMUTAT !01~ MATHIX1 DUE TU THt; ROH lNftfl~ 
CHM1u£.:> 1 
THE SULUTLON IS CQMPurEu IN SOLVE BY SOLVING SUCCESSIVELY 






































000 JMPrtUVE ITERATES UN THE INITIAL SOLUT&ON ~HOVIDEO BY 
SOLVE U,1TIL FULL MACHil~E ACCUHAO IS ACtlIEV£01. THIS IS DONE AS 
f • LLUWSI THE HlSIOUAL VECTUH H = AX•a [S COMt'UTEU IN UUUHLE 
PHECISION AlllTrlMETIC AND THi COrtRECTION OXl SATISFYING (AµPHOXI• 
MATELYJ A uXl = H 15 COMl-'UTlO BY SOLVE, THE PRUCESS lS RlPEAfEO 
FOH THE NErl HESIDUAL VECTUij Kl • A(X+DXl)•B A~D CuNl!NUES UNTIL 
THE COHHlCTlON uECOMES NE~LlGIHLE, ITtHATIYE lMPROVEMlNT H[QUIKES 
UNLY A CUPY OF A ANU A MODEST AMOUNT OF AODITILJNAL TIM~ HlCAUSE 











OLTEHMlNANT COMPUTES THE SIGNIFICANT UIGITS AND EXPONENT 000 or OiT(A) SLPAHATELY TO AVOJO PuSSIULE EXPUNENT UVEKfLOH OR UNUEH• 000 
FLO~. OLT(A) L~ srJREO ·AS A HEAL NUM8ER, OETBA~E, AND AN INTEbEH 000 
PO~E~ UF 10• OEIEXPI OET(A) n uETBASE * 10,0••uETEXP, IF UET(A) 000 
LIES·rllTHIN FLUATlNG POINT HANGt, THEN OETBASE IS ~LT TO THE 000 
VALUE UETCA) ANU uEfEXP IS SET TOO. UTHER~IS~ U~TUASE SATISFIES OQO 
l LE~ Atl5(ULTtlA5EJ LSS 8,U?lJ ANO DETEXP IS THE AfPKOPRlATE POWEH 000 
OF lU fUH DtT8A~E, .. UOO 
If A ;,INGULAR MATRIX IS DETECTED• PROCEDURE SINGULAR 000 
~ILL UE CALLED TO PRINT AN ~RHOH MESSAGEJ THE CUMPUTAT1UN wlLL OOU 
TrlEN BE CONllNUlU, RESULTING lN A O!VIDl BY ZERU lN SOLVE, THIS= OOU 
HAY dE AVOiuEu ~y Dt:CLAHING A LABEL, SAY ERHEXLT, IN TH[ USER 000 
t'R!.ltiaAMi IN->EHf!Nu THE STATt::MENT "uO Tll ERREXIT" AT THE Ei-lD OF oou 
PHO C £ u UH l:. S ! NG UL A tU ANO Lid E Ll Nu AN A P f' HOP R l A 'f E S TA TE M £NT I N TH£ =' cc· • 0 0 0 
CALLINJ PROuRAM ~ITH THE LAlJEL tRkEXIT• . 000 
Pi<lJC [l)Ut(t: IN VEHSE OUT .Id NS f HE "LU" or:c UMPU S 1 TI ON FROM A 000 
BY CALLING uECUMPUSE, ANO THEN ~OLVlS THEN SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 000 
LUX= HlI], ~llH 8L!l THE I•TH CULUMN OF THE IUENTITY MATRIX, 000 
l " 1 > Z. , , , , , N , R A HIE R T tl A I~ M A K E N C A L L S T 0 SU L V E , I N V E H S E i A K E S ·. 0 0 \.: 
AUVANTAtiE Of TH!:. ~PEClAL STHU~TuRE OF THl COLUMNS Of THt IU[NTlTY 000 
MATRIX TU A~HIEil FULL EFF!ClLNCT, IT IS TriE FASTEST OF THE 3 . 000 
INVEHSION RUUT!NES, 000 
IHVNlfttlMPRV USES DlCuMPDSE, SOLVE ANU IMPROVE To COMPUTE oou 
t:: A C tt C O L\H1 N U r· f Ii L 1 N V E. H 5 E T O f- UL L MA C H I I~ E. A C C U H A r.: Y , N U A D V A N T A GE O O 0 
IS TAKLN OF THl S~EC1AL STRuCTUHl OF THE IDENTIIY MATH!X, THIS OOU 
PHUCEDUHl I~ 4-~ TIMES SLUrlEH T~AN lNVlHSE ANO ~HUULD ONLY ~E USED 000 
NHEN A FULLY AC~UHATE INVEq~: !~ ~~ClSSARY, 000 
•· . .. · I r~VERSEO VERA AL SO. c::,wu TE. 5 f HE "LU" OtC OMPOS p I QN Pf ", i .. 000 
i3UT !NVEHT:, l, Ar;U lJ lN 1-'LACI::,· ).L··•' 1i TH0UT_REUUlHlNG ~ Sti'AH,dE · 00<) 
ARRA y f UH Sf OHAuE OF THE Fi\' ET5 :, , ; ,. TKEREf ORE HEQU IHt. 5 ONLY HAL f 000 
·---~--- AS MUCtl STOliAliE_AS lNVEHSE, BUT iS .;,l,QWER,_____ ggg 
HEfERENCE ·. "C •MPUTEH SO~UTION OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS", GEORGE 000 
E,. FORSYTHE- AND CL.t::VE 8, MDI.EH> PRENTIC£•HALU 1967, -~UTlONS !6k17 • 000 . 000 
00\l 
000 
-~R~C Eou1~·~' -- DE. TL. I NEQN_~, ~ j{V, H, x, uET BASE, DETE xP > J _ g80°l~ • 
VALUE NI Irdtut.H Ni1) X"P1 - 000 
HEAL uETBASEi 000 
ARHAY A;l.ULO,Ul, ~,X[O]J - OOO 
PUkPOSE S~LvES THE LINEAR SYSTEM AX~ BAND CALCULATES THE 000 
D £ T £HI~ IN ANT OF HIE CO EF F IC I ENT MA 1 RIX A • _ •, . g g 8 
"·;:::~-itiPut)JJ., '.i N DLI.ENSfON Ui COt:FrICIE.NT' MATRIX A .. 000 
______ .... A • COCFFIC!tl~T MATH IX .' ·. 000 
B RIGHT•HAND•~IUE VECTOR . _ UDO 
LU " MI>. T K I X CU 1-1 T 11 l N l NI> T tif.. T ttI 1l, Nu UL AK lJ t COMPOS I Tl UN O OU 
OF A _ _ 000 
x SOLUTl~N vE~TUR 000 
olT~A~E. CUNTA!NS TH~ ~lbNIFIC~NT OlblTS OF uEt(~) . . _000 
D~Ttx~ .• CONTAINS THt AP~HGPrtlATL PUnE~ UF lU FOK UlTtlA~Eggg 
OUTPUT 
REMARKS DETLINEQNIN,A,A,B,X,DlT~AS~,UETEXP) OVEH~liITES A WITH -• 000 
~~= • · ITS TRlANGULAH uECUMPOS!TION A~U b~V~s NI~ wo~o~ or STOriAGE ·. 000 
... . .• u~Es r'HUCl::DUHES Qt.CllMt'OsE, _SU~VE., OUt.HMINANT, goo 
- . -• AND INulttECll.Y lNl'H.l!f'RUD, t:l.lM, AND SHlt;ULAR, - 0gg 
000 
----· --· -- ·--:....-·: ---- -. --·-_·;-:_--:.·---:=-- ·-:-:::-··:-- -=-=-·- - .:.. -_. 
- - . - . .. -
0,1,TE 12/12/73 
MAXREtSIZEIN = lq 
* ,._ .. c-Eb CO IC,-,. "": 
1TMt: lS 14130 
bLOCK~JL£1N ~ 420 
UNI15=r,ut~DS 
--------~1 ---- f'RCCrnURE Ot. TL lf\EON( il> A>l.U>B> x, uETBASE>DETEXP > 
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2 VALUE. NJ !NTE.Gt:R N,OET£xP; 
3. REAL DETBASEJ • 
~=_:;;_=~-"''k==~- ARRAY A,Luto,ul, iHXCO); . COMMt:N1 - A•LU(O:N10:NJ, 8,-X(Olr'flr-"::--~,-~~,-,-, 
'c,c'c::,_::~':"'5C:ci-~-COM~IENT Ot.Tl.INEVN(N,A,A,B,X,OLTuASE,DETEXP) OVEH'lifl!TES A nITH .ITS• 
==-~-=,~--'-'6-"~= TilIANGULAR Qt.COMPOSITION AND SAVlS NIN riORDS OF !:iTURP.GE; 
l COM~ENT SAME AS LINEQN EXCEPT THAT THE DETERMJNANT OF A IS 
B COMPUTED IN ADOlTlUNt OETCAJ = UETBASE I lO•DETEXP, 
:c::-;="=::c:':0 9:--"cc==_=c,~~--IF i)i::T(A) LI£S fUTtilN FLOATING POll~T RANGE Tt1EN UErt:lASE-IS SEFTO THE 
?~-=:'s"~-10 -:~":~~, c,,~ VAL lJ t: D f. T ( A ) A Nf.i DU £X P I 5 SET T iJ O , OTHER W I SE, 0 ET to AS E SAT l Sf" I ES ==c=~ 11=-'===--~~s=l- LEQ DETtiASt: _L55 l:Pl3 ANO OETEXr' I5 THE APPHOPRIA'fE PO\'l(R Qf.-10• -
12 U~ES ~RUCEOURES DECUMPOSE, SULVE, OET~RMlNANT, 
13 AND INDIRECTLY INNERPROD, ELIM, AND SINGULAR J 
==-14 8EulN -ea.==-·, ==-:.~-=-~;:- lS !NTEGER _:~-·ot.:TSiliNJ - -
~={_:~: l 6 INTEGER AHR A Y PS ( 0: N] J - . 
------- l 7 P ihJ C E DU ii E S I Iv G u LAH C W tl Y) J 
18 VALUE wHYJ 1NTE~ER ftHYJ 
19 BEGIN 
=-=-";w====~-, r LE Ftt r Ni ER -, J>i Yust. · = 2 K INo -"' - t' , "urFERS · :.i '~1, ~1 •x-P-E-c-sr z L~_"'"=_-~1 s:> r_-:_·c:_-=,=_·"-_' ,- ,-
;-,I"¥~ 1 '~':?' s w 1 Tc t1 rCHl1,rn1' BGMHOUT ;., ' 0 __ • __ " .... ·_ >-,- __ - _-
=--==·,= 22=-=-~"'-·· ("MATRIX HAS A ZERO t<OW"),·-··'='· .cc-. .c=,=0'-'----=0 -~ -~=--='- -===-'-•~-'-
2.3 C"MATRlX IS SINGULAR"), 
24~==,=~ ("NU CUNVERGENCE IN lMPROVE, MATRIX lS NEARLY SINGULAR")J 
::':=~-,=---~5 HRlTE"'PklN-TER1tlOMtlOUTCriHYnr . ·- - -- -- -- .. -
26 £ND Sli~GiJLM<i . · ---
~7. 1-'RlltEDuRE Qt.CUMPO:::.E.<N,A,LU,PS,OET!"1IGN).i --
28 VALUE N: !NTtGlH N,DET5IGNJ 
29 ARriAY A,Lulo,uJ; COMMENT A,LU[O:N,OINJ) 
-----•-···JO_ .... : l~TlGf.R A~HAY fS(VJ; __ _ ___ .. 7-.-.:-~-:- -.-:·.-:--_7_-:-_ 
~.c_:cc'~-,:,.sl c- COMf•1ENT oltu;,1t-OHCN,A;A,PS>UETSIGN) OVERnRITES k-,,!TH"·ITS ~-::i 
~C:LC::c~J2c: - TRlANGULAR Qt.COl•lt'OSITIOU AtiO SAVlS NIN .-.OROS OF STURAGE-J -~-•-
~---- ci3 -cu1>11H::NT DtCt,MPO:::.E COMPUTES lRlANGUl.AR MA TRICE~ L ANO ll AND 
Jq PERMUTATION MATRIX P SO THAT LU~ PA, IT STORES L•l AND U IN.LU• 
____ 35 ARRAY PS rnN1AiN5 PEH~llJTEO ROW IND!CE~1 IF MATRIX IS SilfGULAI< _AN 
c'"-c=.==: 36 t'.:X!T VIA f-'RQi,;EtH!HE SINCULAH lU CH.GAAL LAUEL RERUN OCCURS,, -,c_:c ·,.-
~":_ '~~-='-- 3 "/ US t.:::. PHO C EDU RES . E. l.I M ANO SING U !. AR J . - -- -; . - c· -,_ 
='='-'-'c - J 8 g ((i £ ll _,_-, ,- -·-·- -==•·- '·"--=- =• 
J9 INTEGER I,J,~,PlVUTINOEXJ 
40 REAL NURHNOW,PJVOT,SIZE,BIGGEST,MULT,TEMPJ ~~=-=~l t~tik1.ArtHAY" l~zH:iCOli"1JJ - -
- ----- 4 3 PRO C E OU HF. EL I M C A I , Ar< ) J 
44 ARRAY Al>A~(OJJ . 
45 COMMENT f,FFlC.iENT PROC(UURE f"OR ELIMINATION STEP, THE ACTUAL 
AK wILL HAYE ARRAY 80~ FOKM J 46 ARGU~ENTS suP~Ll£0 FUR AI AND 
47 BEGIN -
48 FOH J ,~ K+l STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 
49 Al[Jl l= Al(J] • MULT*AKCJJJ 
50 ENO ELlMJ 
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APPENDIX G 
APPLICATIONS TO THERMAL POWER STATIONS 
Power stations require huge volumes of cooling water 
to condense steam which has passed through the turbines used 
to drive the generators. The efficiency of the generation 
cycle is in part dependent on the temperature of the cooling 
water; the lower the temperature the greater the efficiency. 
Cooling water systems may be of the "closed circuit" 
or "open circuit" type. 
The Cooling Pond Problem: Minimum Entrainment 
In the closed circuit system water is drawn from a 
bounded body of water, after passing through the heat exchangers,1 
into the same body of water. The operation of such a system 
is dependent upon the dissipation of heat to the environment 
from the pond outlet and intake. 
The difference in density of the inflowing and ambient 
fluids causes the hot water to spread and form a layer at 
the surface of the reservoir. Density stratification of this 
type is desirable in cooling ponds since it promotes heat 
transfer from the heated water to the atmosphere before the 
cooling water is reused. 
Evaporation and radiation are the dominant mechanisms 
of heat exchange in the pond, and these are optimised when 
the surface layer is as hot and as thin as possible. This 
is achieved by minimisi~g mixing of the inflowing and ambient 
fluids at the outfall. 
A density jump will almost always form at a power 
station cooling pond outfall since the densimetric Froude 
Number of the flow at the outfall will almost always be 
greater than one. Entrainment at the density jump can be 
reduced by means of a downstream control. One proposal 
is to anchor a floating barrier downstream of the outfall, 
and so control entrainment into the jump. The barrier 
depth necessary to cause the density jump to be non-entraining 
is calculated. Mixing at the cooling pond outfall can also 
be inhibited by using a bottom slope to the outfall of less 
than 15°. 
The Open Circuit Cooling Water System 
In the open circuit system water is drawn in from a 
stream of flowing water, and the heated water is discharged 
into the same stream, usually downstream of the intake. 
Alternatively, water may be drawn in from one body of water 
(for example, a lake), and discharged to another (for example, 
the sea). 
In New Zealand most inland waters are classified. The 
National Water and Soil Conservation Act 1972 for class C and 
D receiving waters required that "the natural water temperature 
shall not be changed by more than 3°c." But in most thermal 
power stations cooling water is raised in temperature from 8 
to 10°c. One problem for the power station designers is how 
to dispose of the cooling water without violating the classi-
fication restrictions. The simple solution is to promote 
maximum entrainment of the ambient fluid at the cooling water 
outfall. Studies made by the writer and others indicate 
that large entrainments of up to 3 or even 5 times are possible 
in the maximum entraining hydraulic jump. 
A short description of the available cooling water 
systems for the H~ntly Thermal Power Station, and some 
related environmental considerations, may be found in the 
following Appendix. 
APPENDIX H 
THE HUNTLY THERMAL POWER STATION 
It is proposed that a 1000 Mw thermal power station 
be built at Huntly on the Waikato River, to come into use 
between 1978 and 1982. Present reports indicate that it 
is most likely that the once-through cooling system be 
adopted. 
Physical Environment. The annual temperature 
0 variation in the Waikato River is from 9.5 to 23.5 c. 
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Minimum low flows could be 140 cumecs. The relative humidity 
of the air along the river is 90-95% in winter. Freshwater 
lakes in the vicinity of Huntly are Lakes Wahi, Whangape, 
Kimihia, Waikari, Rotongara. Lake Whangape is about l½ 
square miles area. Lake Wahi is less than 10 metres deep, 
0 with high summer temperatures (26.7 C). Twenty miles down-
stream from Huntly is the Meremere Thermal Power Station. 
Proposed Once Through Cooling System. It is proposed 
to take 38 cumecs from the Waikato and discharge .it back 
after being heated 8°c in the condensers. The mean annual 
Waikato flow is about 390 cumecs. Under mean river· . 
. conditions, 10% of the river water is withdrawn, giving a 
0. 8 °c rise after complete mixing. The design low flow in 
the Waikato is 190 cumecs, and at this flow, 27% of the 
Waikato would be required for cooling purposes, raising the 
river by 2 .16 °c after complete mixing. 
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The National Water and Soils Conservation Act (1972) 
for class C and D receiving waters requires that "The natural 
0 water temperature shall not be changed by more than 3 C". It 
is not stated in these regulations whether the 3°c limit 
applies to spot discharges or the average rise in temperature 
of the whole body of water after complete mixing, which would 
allow spot discharges considerably in excess of the 3°c limit. 
It may be better to replace this limit condition by a best 
practicable means similar to that in the Clean Air Act {1972). 
Some measurements have been made at the Meremere thermal 
power station: water is discharged 15°c above ambient. After 
100 metres, the plume is 3/4° C - 1 °c above the surrounding 
fluid, and after 300 yards there is complete mixing. 
Two alternative outfall methods for Huntly are (a) to 
promote local mixing and (b) spread the discharge over the 
river surface with minimum mixing. It is expected that the 
designers would endeavour to promote rapid local mixing in 
an effort to comply with the classification conditions. The 
stratified transition zone, in this case is expected to extend 
downstream 1. 3 km with a depth of 1. 5 m {river depth 3 m) . 
Alternative Cooling Water Systems: Closed Cycle Systems 
(1) Cooling Towers: Four towers would be required, 
each 115 m high, 92 m base diameter, 46 m top diameter. The 
cost, $20m, is prohibitive. Cooling towers may also lead to 
serious fog and aesthetic problems. 
(2) Cooling Pond: Perhaps the best practicable 
means of dealing with thermal pollution is the cooling pond. 
The NZED assume that 1 acre would be required per MW, or 1000 
acres. Ryan and Harleman (1971) cite 0. 75 to 1 - 2 acres per 
MW but state that the correct figure depends on local 
conditions, and that years of meteorological simulation data 
should be used in the computer simulation'~ Advantages of 
cooling ponds include: no thermal pollution of rivers, 
simplicity, low maintenance, low cost (compared with cooling 
towers), low power requirements, possible recreational value 
and possible use as fish farms, high thermal inertia, 
aesthetic advantages, minimal fogging, and non-dependence on 
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a fluctuating water source. The main disadvantages are cost, 
large amounts of land required, possible eutrophication 
problems and lack of experience and confidence in their design. 
(3) Spray Canals: Spray canals are new and there 
is very little data on their performance yet available. 
(4) Natural Cooling Ponds: Natural cooling ponds 
should not be seriously considered because when water is 
drawn from the hypolimnion and discharged in the ephilimnion, 
the natural turnover (alteration of stratification) is upset, 
and the length of time the lake remains stratified each year 
is increased, reducing oxygen levels in the hypolimnium where 
trout, food organisms, and other living things consume oxygen. 
The water in the hypolimnium is rich in available plant 
nutrients, and by warming it, and discharging it in the 
lighted zone, the amount of plant growth will be increased. 
More organic matter will sink to the hypolimnium and use up 
oxygen when it decays. The threat to the welfare of the lake 
is very real. 
Environmental Considerations. Many eurythermal 
plants and animals (which can tolerate a wide temperature 
range) actually breed within a narrower range of temperature 
than they can tolerate as adults. Even though animals can 
survive near heated effluents, it does not preclude the 
possibility that the species may be prevented from breeding 
in such a locality and therefore would persist there only if 
continuously recruited from outside. Conversely, artificial 
warming might encourage the breeding of non-native species 
in the area, and nuisance plants and rough fish may flourish. 
In temperate regions where sub-polar and sub-tropical 
species occur together, the higher latitude species breed in 
winter and low latitude species breed in summer, so heated 
effluents might be expected to have a diffetential effect 
upon these two groups of animals. Low latit_ude species 
may become more prolific. Electric power is often produced 
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in greater quantities in winter than summer. Extensive 
narrowing of the seasonal range of temperature would probably 
have considerable biological effects since some species exhibit 
normal growth rates, reproductive rates, sex ratios, and life 
spans, ONLY under conditions simulating annual fluctuations 
in the environment. 
High temperatures may be associated with low concentra-
tions of dissolved oxygen, particularly in areas receiving 
oxidizable effluents as well as heat, since the rate of 
biochemical reactions increases with increasing temperature. 
Thermal tensions or reduced oxygen often encourage fish to 
move out of an area temporarily. Of all river animals, fish 
are the most sensitive to temperature changes, but they are 
also the most mobile. Fish can perceive temperature 
differences of less than 1°F and can move along temperature 
gradients. 
According to Langford (1970, 1971) and Naylor (1965), 
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the effect of a once through cooling process of a thermal 
power station on a river with low concentration of nutrients 
is minimal. However the Waikato River has high nutrient 
concentrations and in some of the man-made lakes, lake weed 
growth is vigorous. Therefore any increase in temperature 
can only be expected to aggravate the already serious 
eutrophication problems. There could also be a significant 
increase in algal growth in the Estuary of the Waikato River. 
Any improvements in water quality would help to minimise the 
effects of transient temperature increase. 
In the author's opinion the above suggests that it 
is desirable that a closed cycle cooling system (i.e. the 
cooling pond) be considered as a practicable alternative to 
once through cooling. 
APPENDIX I 
RECOMMENDED MODIFICATIONS 
Modifications which should be carried out before any 
further experiments are attempted include: 
(1) Remove the top brass rod just upstream of the 
downstream platinum wire. 
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(2) Install beside the 3 Hp pump a 3/4" self priming 
pump of 35 gallon per minute capacity, a valve, flow meter 
and pipe from the downstream end of the flume to the tub. 
Another grill may be necessary to ensure uniform ambient 
flow conditions. Alternatively, the space between the two 
grills could be filled with large irregularly shaped wooden 
blocks, perspex scraps, or even stones. A second flow meter 
could be placed in the syphon pipe. The three flow meters 
could then be used to determine the velocity of the ambient 
fluid with greater accuracy than with the hydrogen bubble 
technique. Ainbient flow= cold water flow meter reading+ 
syphon flow meter reading - hobLwater flow meter reading. 
The 3 Hp pump could still be used for high flows and to mix 
up the water in the tank to prevent stratification. 
(3) Replace the plastic pipe between the large air 
trap and the hot water inlet by a more rigid but still 
flexible pipe which will not buckle in hot water. 
(4) The cold junction of the adjustable thermocouple 
should be placed in the ambient fluid, at the bottom of the 
tank, but removable to, ,permit calibration. The thermocouple 
could be calibrated with the cold junction at 1s0 c, and at 
20°c. Only a 15°c range in the calibration curves is necessary. 
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(5) The 'l4" pipe which is used to maintain a constant 
head in the tank should be taken from the mains and into the 
tub. This pipe could be used for priming the 3 Hp pump but 
must be taken to the tub during an experiment. 
(6) The hot water heaters should be increased in 
power so that a flow of 1 gallon/40 seconds and a temperature 
rise of 10°c could be maintained indefinitely (1 day?) 
(7) A thermometer should be installed in the tank 













































Froude No.= densimetric Froude No. 
F = [ u 2 / (l~ P / p) gy ] ½ 
Froude No. at section (1), upstream Froude No. 
Froude No. at section (2), downstream Froude No. 
Froude No. at section (3) 
Froude - Wave Number 
A function of upstream conditions (Eqn •. 25) 
Friction factor 
Gravitational Acceleration 
Weir height (cm) 
Pressureon the upper surface 
Discharge= u.y 
Discharge at section (1) 
Downstream discharge (section (2)) 
q2/q1 
Flow force (Eqn. 7) 
Mass Flux 
Volume Flux (Eqn. 2) 












































q* at section (1) 
q* at section (2) 
Y2IY1 
Bernoulli constant in Ambient Fluid 
Bernoulli constant in Density current 
Velocity in Density current 
Mean velocity in Density current 
u at section (1) 
-u at section (2) 
Velocity in Ambient Fluid 
v at section (1) 




v* at section (1) 






Depth of Density current 
y at section (1) 
y at section (2) 
y/D 
Wave amplitude 
Density of Ambient Fluid 
Density difference between current and ambient 
(h.p/p)g 
Mass difference at section (2) (Eqn.31) 
Laminar boundary layer thickness/y 
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Velocity at the edge of a laminar boundary layer/u 
Ratio of free stream to jet velocity 
= 
= 
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